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Abstract

Development of Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors for Applications in Optical to
Near-IR Astronomy
by
Paul Szypryt
Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs) are a superconducting detector
technology capable of measuring photon arrival times to the microsecond level with
moderate energy resolution. MKIDs are essentially superconducting microresonators, and
when a photon is incident on the inductor portion of the microresonator, the inductance
temporarily increases and the resonant frequency decreases. An array of MKIDs can
be naturally multiplexed and read out by assigning each detector a unique resonant
frequency during fabrication and coupling the detectors to a single transmission line. A
frequency domain multiplexing scheme can then be used to pass a microwave frequency
comb through the transmission line to probe the microresonators and listen for photon
events. In order to meet the demands of the next generation of astronomical instrumentation,
MKIDs need improvements in three main areas: pixel yield, energy resolution, and
quantum efficiency. I have investigated new fabrication techniques and materials systems
to address these issues. Most notably, I have fabricated MKIDs with platinum silicide as
the superconducting layer and have measured especially high resonator internal quality
factors (>106 ). Platinum silicide films can also be made much more uniformly than
the traditional sub-stoichiometric titanium nitride films used in the field, increasing
pixel yield. In addition, platinum silicide intrinsically has a higher absorption rate for
optical photons than titanium nitride. These platinum silicide detectors are used in
two new MKID planet imaging instruments, the Dark-speckle Near-IR Energy-resolved
x

Superconducting Spectrophotometer (DARKNESS) and the MKID Exoplanet Camera
(MEC). Optical MKIDs have already been demonstrated on sky with the first generation
MKID instrument, the Array Camera for Optical to Near-IR Spectrophotometry (ARCONS).
I have used ARCONS to primarily observe compact objects, such as AM CVn systems
and detached white dwarfs. In particular, I used ARCONS to observe orbital expansion
in the eclipsing binary system SDSS J0926+3624, with a period rate of change of 9.68
µs/year.
I open my thesis with an general introduction to the field of low temperature detectors
and describe the role that MKIDs have within the field. In Chapter 2, I provide a
detailed description of the detection principles behind MKIDs and define important
superconducting resonator parameters.
In Chapter 3, I move on to describe some of the issues that were limiting the
performance of MKIDs. I examine some of the early fabrication techniques and material
systems utilized to try to mitigate these issues. In Chapter 4, I describe the platinum
silicide material system, which proved to be the most important recent development
for advancing the detectors described in this work. The early PtSi work was done
using simple one-layer test masks, but the material system was later adapted to the
full-multilayer fabrication process. The fabrication of large-format MKID arrays using
PtSi for the DARKNESS and MEC arrays is described in detail in Chapter 5.
I conclude my thesis with an overview of some of the astronomical applications of
MKIDs. More specifically, I describe my work with compact binary systems that was
done with ARCONS. Finally, I explain exciting new MKID applications that are only
recently becoming possible as the technology continues to advance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Low Temperature Detectors

Low temperature detectors have recently gained widespread popularity in fields such
as astronomy and X-ray beamline science. These technologies exploit a variety of low
temperature phenomena to enable highly sensitive photon detection across a broad range
of energies. Because these detectors need to be cooled to extremely low, often subKelvin, temperatures for operation, they also have greatly reduced thermal noise. Low
temperature detectors can be separated into two main categories: thermal and athermal
detectors.

1.1.1

Thermal Detectors

In thermal detectors, a photon strikes an absorbing island, depositing energy onto
the island and raising its temperature. By accurately measuring the temperature change
associated with the event, one can extract the energy of the incident photon. Typically,
thermal detectors are either operated as calorimeters and bolometers. Calorimeters measure the energy of single photons, which is often done for highly energetic photons that
1
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produce large temperature changes, such as X-rays. Bolometers, on the other hand,
operate in the low photon energy regime, such as in submillimeter astronomy. Here,
incident power is measured instead of single photon energy and the temperature drift
is constantly monitored to measure changing power levels. At these wavelengths, single
photon detection is usually not feasible due to the low signal response.
There are multiple superconducting detectors that fall under the thermal detector
category, but the most prominent is the transition-edge sensor (TES [1]). The basic
operation of a TES involves biasing a superconducting film in its superconducting-tonormal transition. In this narrow region, the resistance of the film is highly sensitive to
temperature changes caused by photon absorption. By measuring the resistance changes
at the transition, a TES can be used as a bolometer to measure power levels from infrared radiation [2] or as a calorimeter to measure single photon energies, as is done in
the X-rays regime [3]. Some examples of long wavelength TES projects include the Background Imaging of Cosmic Extragalactic Polarization 2 (BICEP2 [4]), the Submillimetre
Common-User Bolometer Array 2 (SCUBA-2 [5]), and the KECK Polarimeter Array [6].
At higher energies, there is the X-ray Integral Field Unit (X-IFU) being designed for
Athena [7].
A TES is typically read out by using a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
(SQUID [8]) as a current amplifier, which can easily be impedance-matched to the TES
resistance. In cryogenic detectors, thermal loads and limited space are problematic. This
makes multiplexing the TESs, or reading out multiple TESs by combining their signals
into a smaller number of channels, extremely important. A number of SQUID-based
multiplexing techniques exist, such as time-division multiplexing (TDM), code-division
multiplexing (CDM), and frequency-division multiplexing (FDM), the main difference
between schemes being the basis set used to distinguish the signals coming from different
TESs [9]. Of these, TDM is the simplest and most developed of the multiplexing schemes.
2
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Here, rows of SQUIDS coupled to TESs are switched on and sampled sequentially. The
various columns of SQUIDS, however, are read out simultaneously. With this method in
place, it becomes feasible to create large arrays of TESs, and multiplexing of 256 high
energy TESs has been demonstrated [10].
A more exotic thermal low temperature detector is the metallic magnetic calorimeter
(MMC [11, 12]). Instead of measuring changes in resistance, as is done with a TES, MMCs
use a paramagnetic material. When a photon hits the detector, it raises its temperature,
which in turn changes its magnetization. A SQUID is then used to measure magnetic
flux changes caused by photon events. The detector is also weakly connected to a heat
reservoir and external magnetic field, allowing the detector to thermalize back to its idle
state shortly after photon collisions. In terms of readout, a chain of SQUIDs is used in a
multiplexing scheme that much resembles the TDM, CDM, and FDM readouts used by
the TES community.

1.1.2

Athermal Detectors

The other category of low temperature detectors consists of athermal detectors.
Rather than measure temperature changes, these detectors count quasiparticles that are
generated by photons incident on a superconductor. In this scenario, a photon breaks a
number of Cooper pairs in the superconductor, generating quasiparticles. This is similar to the operation of charged-coupled devices (CCDs), in which a photon strikes the
semiconducting detector and promotes an electron to the conduction band. The major difference here, however, is that the superconducting bandgap is approximately 104
times smaller than that of the silicon typically used in CCDs, enabling a superconducting
detector to measure photons that are about 104 times less energetic. When using a superconducting detector to measure photons with energies far above the superconducting
3
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bandgap, a number of quasiparticles proportional to the photon energy are generated.
This gives the detector intrinsic energy resolution.
One of the earliest pair-breaking detectors is the superconducting tunnel junction
(STJ [13]) This technology is based off of a superconductor-insulator-superconductor
(SIS) Josephson junction [14]. For single photon detection, the STJ is typically DCbiased. When a photon strikes the STJ, it breaks up a number of Cooper pairs and
generates quasiparticles, which can tunnel through the junction along the direction of the
bias voltage. This creates a tunneling current in the junction proportional to the energy of
the incident photon. Unfortunately, these detectors often had uniformity issues that came
about in the fabrication, causing individual STJs to have varying amounts of Josephson
current that needed to be normalized to get an accurate energy measurements across
a STJ array. Multiple readout and multiplexing schemes were introduced to address
this issue, often involving radio-frequency single-electron transistors (RF-SETs) [15], but
these readout systems proved to be difficult to realize.
An emerging detector technology that aimed to resolve some of the issues with the
early STJs is the quantum capacitance detector (QCD [16]). The QCD is based off of a
quantum circuit called the single Cooper-pair box (SCB [17, 18]). The basic operation
of a QCD begins with submillimeter radiation being coupled through an antenna onto a
superconducting absorber, breaking a number of Cooper-pairs and generating a population of quasiparticles. The density of quasiparticles within the absorber is measured and
read out using a SCB, which includes a superconducting island coupled to the absorber
with two Josephson junctions in a SQUID configuration [19]. The island is biased in such
a way as to produce a sharp capacitance change when a quasiparticle tunnels from the
absorber onto the island. The island is also capacitively coupled to a superconducting
resonator, so that when the capacitance of the island changes, the resonator’s frequency
shifts as well. The resonator is then capacitively coupled to microwave transmission
4
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line, allowing the frequency shifts (or phase shifts) to be measured with digital, room
temperature electronics.

1.2

Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs)

An entirely different type of pair-breaking detector is the Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detector (MKID [20, 21]). The basic idea of the MKID is that when a photon strikes
a superconductor, breaking Cooper pairs and generating quasiparticles, the inductance
of the film is temporarily increased due to the reduced charge carrier density [22]. If one
patterns the superconductor into an LC resonator, a photon that causes a shift in the
film inductance will also lower the resonant frequency of the resonator. By measuring the
resonator response, one can extract the energy and arrival time of the incident photon.
The resonator is capacitively coupled to a microwave transmission line and read out
using digital microwave electronics [23]. MKIDs are naturally multiplexed by coupling
multiple resonators to the same transmission line and varying the geometry of each individual resonator so that it has a unique resonant frequency. The readout passes a comb
of probe tones through the transmission line, driving the resonators on resonance, and
simultaneously monitors the resonator response for photon events. Thousands of resonators can be multiplexed with a single transmission line with this method in place [24].
In practice, MKID operation is more complex than the simple picture given above.
A more detailed description of the theory behind MKIDs and their operation is given in
Chapter 2.

5
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MKID Instruments

MKIDs first started gaining popularity as a potential low temperature detector technology for astronomy in the 2000s. Since then, a number of instruments housing MKID
arrays have been developed for both the submillimeter and the optical to near-IR wavelength regimes. In the next few years, there are also plans to build larger and more
powerful MKID instruments. A few of the most significant MKID instruments are described below.

1.3.1

Submillimeter MKID Instruments

The first MKID instrument, DemoCam, was commissioned at the 10-meter Caltech
Submillimeter Observatory in 2007 [25]. DemoCam was a 16 two-color pixel MKID
demonstration camera with 240 and 350 GHZ channels. It contained an early prototype
readout system that could only read out 4 of the pixels simultaneously. Although only a
demonstration camera, it was able to obtain maps of Jupiter, Saturn, and the interstellar
gas cloud G34.3. DemoCam was the predecessor for the more powerful Multicolor Submillimeter Inductance Camera (MUSIC [26]). Music contained 576 spatial pixels, each
operating in the 150, 226, 293, and 349 GHz bands. The instrument had a fully working
microwave readout system based on the Reconfigurable Open Architecture Computing
Hardware (ROACH [27]) architecture developed by Collaboration for Astronomy Signal
Processing and Electronics Research (CASPER), which will be discussed more in Chapter 2. Unfortunately, this work was largely put on hold due to the decommissioning CSO
telescope.
Submillimeter MKIDs were brought to the IRAM 30-meter telescope through the
prototype instrument, the New IRAM KID Array (NIKA [28]). A more permanent
MKID camera, NIKA2 [29], was installed in 2015 and is now open to the public as
6
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facility class photometric instrument for the telescope. The NIKA2 camera is made up
of 3 separate arrays. The first version installed at IRAM contained a 150 GHz band array
with 616 pixels and two 260 GHz band arrays containing 1140 pixels each. This was a
substantial upgrade from NIKA1, which only had 132 detectors in the 150 GHz band and
224 detectors in the 260 GHz band. NIKA2 is expected to be a highly productive tool
in submillimeter astronomy over the next decade with a wealth of potential applications
such as medium to high redshift Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) mapping and galaxy cluster
observations.
On the horizon, there are three MKID instruments that will act as on-chip spectrometers. These are named DESHIMA [30], SuperSpec [31], and µ-Spec [32]. All three instruments use MKIDs as the detectors on these chips, but they perform the spectroscopy
in two very different ways. DESHIMA and SuperSpec use a filter bank composed of
half-wave resonators whereas µ-Spec uses nested transmission lines of various lengths
to perform phase delays. Due to their relatively high sensitivities, these sorts of MKID
spectrometers may be ideal for the proposed Background-Limited Infrared-Submillimeter
Spectrometer (BLISS [33]) aboard the Space Infrared Telescope for Cosmology and Astrophysics (SPICA [34]).

1.3.2

Optical to Near-IR MKID Instruments

Optical to Near-IR MKID instruments were developed years after the first submillimeter instruments. The first optical MKID instrument, the Array Camera for Optical
to Near-IR Spectrophotometry (ARCONS [35]), was commissioned at Palomar Observatory in 2011. The ARCONS array was made up of 2024 (44×46) pixels split between
two coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission lines. The pixel pitch was set at 222 µm.
A total of 8 ROACH boards were used to read out the entire array. The designed res7
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onator spacing was 2 MHz with gaps in frequency space separating out the readout bands
of the various ROACH boards. The instrument’s wavelength band of observation was
380–1150 nm. An example of an ARCONS array is shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: An example of a 2,024 pixel ARCONS array. This was a general purpose
optical to near-IR MKID instrument commissioned at Palomar Observatory in 2011.

The top performing ARCONS array had superconducting resonators made out of
sub-stoichiometric titanium nitride with a superconducting critical temperature, TC , of
∼1 K [36]. Resonators made using this material generally had exceptionally high internal
quality factors, often a strong indicator of individual resonator noise performance. On
average, ARCONS array resonators had an average energy resolution, R = E/∆E, of
approximately 8 at 400 nm. The detectors had a maximum quantum efficiency of about
17% at the lower wavelength end. The most significant issue with the ARCONS array was
non-uniformity in the TC , causing resonators to shift away from their design frequency
and reduce overall pixel yield due to resonator collisions in frequency space. The result of
this is that even though the array had >90% yield after fabrication, frequency collisions
reduced this yield number to ∼70%. Methods for improving the yield issue and other
detector performance issues are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
ARCONS had multiple successful observing runs at Palomar Observatory and pro8
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duced a number of astronomical publications. The main science targets of ARCONS were
faint, time-varying objects such as pulsars [37, 38] and compact binaries. As an example,
ARCONS was able to measure an increasing orbital period in the ∼30 min eclipsing AM
CVn system, SDSS J0926+3624 [39]. Compact binary observations done with ARCONS
will be covered in detail in Chapter 6.

Figure 1.2: A 10,000 pixel PtSi DARKNESS array. This was housed in the first of a
series of MKID instruments used for the direct imaging of exoplanets. DARKNESS
was originally commissioned at Palomar Observatory in 2016.

The next generation of optical to near-IR MKID instrumentation is focused on an
entirely different astronomy goal: the direct imaging of extrasolar planets, or exoplanets.
The first of two MKID exoplanet imaging instruments was the Dark-speckle, Near-IR,
Energy-resolved, Superconducting Spectrophotometer (DARKNESS [40]). This camera
had its first light at Palomar Observatory in 2016. It contained a 10,000 pixel TiN MKID
array during its first light observations, but in more recent runs has been upgraded to
contain a more uniform platinum silicide array, as will be discussed in Chapter 5. To
match specifications of an adaptive optics system, the wavelength band of observation
for this camera has been shifted to 700–1400 nm. DARKNESS continues to observe at
Palomar Observatory, with the array undergoing numerous improvements between runs,
9
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and astronomy results are expected to be published shortly. One of the more recent PtSi
DARKNESS arrays is shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.3: A 20,440 pixel MKID array to be used in the MEC instrument. This
is a direct exoplanet imaging instrument that will be commissioned at the Subaru
Telescope on Mauna Kea in 2017.

The second of these two exoplanet direct imagers is the MKID Exoplanet Camera
(MEC). This camera will be commissioned at the Subaru Telescope on Mauna Kea in
late 2017. The MEC array is very similar to the one used in DARKNESS, with the
largest difference being roughly double the number of detectors (20,440 as opposed to
10,000). In addition, some more minor fabrication changes were made to improve the
performance of individual resonators and the microwave transmission as a whole. The
MEC array is shown in Figure 1.3.

1.4

Thermal Kinetic Inductance Detectors (TKIDs)

Another detector concept that is a hybrid of a calorimetric thermal detector and a
kinetic inductance detector is the so-called thermal kinetic inductance detector (TKID).
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Here, instead of photons being directly absorbed by the inductor, an absorber attached
to a free-floating membrane is used. The photon deposits energy onto the membrane,
heating it up, and the heat is only allowed to leave the membrane through thin channels
with a controlled thermal conductance. The inductor portion of a superconducting microresonator sits on these channels, causing Cooper pairs to break in the inductor when
heat escapes the absorber. This causes a temporary increase in the sheet inductance of
the resonator, much like in MKIDs, and by modeling the pulse shape, the photon energy
can be extracted. Theoretically, this sort of design would have a higher maximum energy
resolution than the simple MKID design because energy is not lost to phonons diffusing
away from the detector; more of the photon energy could be used toward a measurable
signal.
Currently, this detector concept is being explored primarily for X-ray detection [41].
X-rays are too energetic to be efficiently absorbed by the superconducting inductor portion of a MKID, which is typically only about 50 nm thick in the standard optical MKID
design. This makes a thick absorber a necessary structure in X-ray detectors, which
a TKID can more naturally accommodate. In addition, the amount of heat generated
in the membrane by a single X-ray is high compared to an optical photon, making the
temperature change easier to detect. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a
TKID is shown in Figure 1.4. TKIDs for optical photons are certainly not impossible,
but a good deal of work would need to be done on carefully engineering the thermal
conductance and capacitance of such a detector to be optimized for optical wavelengths.
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Figure 1.4: A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a TKID. The interdigitated capacitor to the left is deposited directly on the Si substrate, whereas the
inductor region is sitting on a SiN membrane alongside a thicker absorbing material.
The SiN membrane is supported by very thin (on order 1 µm wide and 100 µm long)
legs, which control the heat flow off of the membrane.
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MKID Principles of Operation
2.1

Kinetic Inductance

The operational principle behind MKIDs is kinetic inductance. The main idea is
charge carriers carry a finite inertia that will act to oppose any changes in electromotive
force. The kinetic inductance of a conductor can be derived from the Drude model [42, 43]
and is related to the imaginary part of the complex conductivity,

σ=

σ0
σ0
−
iωτ
,
1 + ω2τ 2
1 + ω2τ 2

(2.1)

where σ0 is the DC conductivity ne2 τ /m. Here, n is the charge carrier density, e is
the electron charge, τ is the collison time, m is the charge carrier mass, and ω is the
frequency of the wave in the conductor. From the equation above it can be seen that
although the kinetic inductance term is present in normal metals, it is typically small
unless the angular frequency of the wave is large. Superconductors, however, are defined
by their vanishing resistance, so the collision time τ → ∞, making the imaginary term
in the conductivity much more significant. For a rigorous derivation of the complex
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conductivity of a superconductor, the original paper by Mattis and Bardeen is an excellent
source [22].
For MKIDs, the quantity of interest is the surface impedance (mostly inductance) in
the thin film limit. This is often expressed in terms of the magnetic penetration depth,
λ. Following the derivation of Ref. [21], the local penetration depth goes as
s
λlocal =

s
~
≈ 105 nm ×
π∆µ0 σn

ρn
1K
,
100 µΩ · cm TC

(2.2)

where ∆ is the gap energy, µ0 is the vacuum permeability, σn is the normal state conductivity, ρn is the normal state resistivity, and TC is the superconducting transition
temperature. From here, the thin film penetration can be written as

λthin =

λ2local
,
t

(2.3)

where t is the film thickness, which is valid when t  λlocal . The sheet inductance then
goes as
LS = µ0 λthin .

(2.4)

Typical inductance values of the materials used in optical MKIDs are in the range of
about 5–30 pH/ and can easily be tuned by varying the film thickness.
Next, it is important to understand how the sheet impedance reacts to photons that
are incident on the superconductor. As was mentioned earlier, when a photon with
energy > 2∆ hits a superconductor, it breaks up a number of Cooper pairs and temporarily converts them to quasiparticles. A cartoon schematic of this process is shown
in Figure 2.1.A. While the quasiparticles are recombining into Cooper pairs, the sheet
impedance will be increased due to the momentary reduction in charge carriers. The
quasiparticle recombination time (quasiparticle lifetime) for superconductors used in op14
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tical MKIDs is typically ∼ 10–100 µs. Following the derivation of Ref. [44], the number
of quasiparticles generated is directly proportional to the photon energy and is given by

δNqp = ηhν/∆,

(2.5)

where η is an efficiency factor of approximately 0.57 [45]. This factor accounts for not all
of the photon energy being converting into quasiparticles; some of the energy will instead
go into phonons and other sources. When detecting incident photon power rather than
energy, as is often necessary in submillimeter astronomy, a similar relation can be written,

δNqp = ηP τqp /∆,

(2.6)

where P is the absorbed power of the incident light and τqp is the quasiparticle recombination time. The quasiparticle density can also be calculated this way with some knowledge
of the geometry of the absorbing structure.
Although it is useful have an understanding of how the quasiparticle density changes
with photon energy, the more directly measurable quantity of interest is the sheet impedance.
From Mattis-Bardeen theory [22], the fractional change in the sheet impedance can be
related to the change in quasiparticle density by
δZS
δnqp
≈
,
ZS
2N0 ∆

(2.7)

where N0 is the density of states at the Fermi energy and nqp is the quasiparticle number
density. Here, it is important to see that for a given superconductor, the fractional change
in sheet impedance is linearly proportional to the energy (or power) of any incident
photons. This fractional change in sheet impedance can be precisely measured if the
superconductor is patterned into an LC resonator.
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Figure 2.1: A. A photon with energy hν > 2∆ strikes a superconductor, temporarily
breaking up a number of Cooper pairs and generating twice that number of quasiparticles. Because this reduces the number of charge carriers (Cooper pairs) within the
superconductor, the sheet impedance is also increased. B. The equivalent circuit of a
single MKID. Photons incident on the inductor temporarily increase its inductance.
C. An increase in inductance leads to a decrease in resonant frequency and amplitude
signal. D. This shift can also be viewed as a phase signal, which is often the easier signal to read out with digital room temperature electronics. Reprinted with permission
from Day et al. 2003 [20].
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Superconducting Microresonators

MKIDs are essentially superconducting LC resonators that are capacitively (or sometimes inductively) coupled to a microwave transmission line. The equivalent circuit of
a MKID is shown in Figure 2.1.B. Notice that in the figure, the inductor is drawn as a
variable inductor with a photon of energy hν incident on it. This is meant to show that
photons absorbed by the superconducting inductor temporarily increase its inductance
through the kinetic inductance effect, as described in the previous section. Because the
√
effective inductance of the resonator is now higher, and the frequency goes as 1/ LC, the
resonant frequency of the resonator is decreased. With the addition of thermal quasiparticles, and therefore nonzero dissipation, the amplitude of the resonance is also decreased.
This shift in frequency and amplitude is shown in Figure 2.1.C. Because the resonator is
coupled to a microwave transmission line, the signals produced from photon hit events
can be read out using digital electronics, as will be described in the Section 2.3. For practical purposes, these readout systems measure phase instead of amplitude or frequency,
as is shown in Figure 2.1.D.
In order to understand the resonator response to photon events, it is important to
have a detailed superconducting resonator model and a straightforward method for extracting resonator parameters from measured data using this model. Luckily, Gao 2008
motivates such a model in his PhD thesis [46]. He provides the following equation for the
complex transmission of a superconducting resonator capacitively coupled to a microwave
transmission line,

S21 (f ) = ae−2πif τ 1 −

iφ0



Q/Qc e

 .
f −f0
1 + 2iQ f0

(2.8)

Here, a is a complex constant that depends on any gain and phase shifts through the
transmission line. φ0 is related to the phase angle and f0 is the resonant frequency of the
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resonator. Finally, Q, Qc , and Qi are the total resonator, coupling, and internal quality
factors, respectively. Due to the number of parameters in this model, it is often difficult to
perform a fit directly. Instead, different parts of the model are first fit individually to later
provide initial values for the full, multivariate fit. These parameters and experimental
methods for extracting them are described in more detail below.

2.2.1

Cable Delay

The first term in the model, the cable delay, is not one that is actually a property
of the resonator itself, but rather related to the microwave transmission line. This term
accounts for the travel time of the wave through the cable, and will therefore depend
on the length of the cable. It will also apply a different phase delay depending on the
frequency of the wave through the line. This parameter is quite easily measured with a
vector network analyzer (VNA), which typically has a feature built in just for measuring
this sort of delay. Typical values for the cable delay seen in the measurement setups in
our lab are on order 10 ns.

2.2.2

Resonant Frequency and Phase Angle

The next set of parameters are the resonant frequency and the phase angle. The
resonant frequency, in this case, is the central frequency point at which the superconducting microresonator resonates. This can again be measured with a VNA, and is often
taken to be the minimum point in the amplitude of the complex transmission, S21 . For
many applications, however, a more thorough fitting procedure is required. Luckily, this
stepped fitting procedure will also be able to provide the phase angle and quality factors.
The fitting procedure is often done in the I-Q, or complex, plane. Here the ‘I’ represents the ‘in-phase’ or real component and the ‘Q’ represents the ‘quadrature’ or imagi18
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nary component. A VNA is again used to sweep the I(f) and Q(f) data points around a
resonant frequency of interest. In the I-Q plane, a resonance will appear as an off-center
circle as long as the cable delay has been properly removed. This circle’s radius and position from the center of the I-Q plane are fitting using a circle fitting algorithm, which
is described in considerable detail in Gao 2008 [46]. With the center position fitted, the
circle can be translated to the origin of the I-Q plane and rotated to the I axis. From
here, the phase angle as a function of frequency can be fit, allowing for a straightforward
extraction of f0 and φ0 . Although it may not be apparent now, φ0 will be a useful parameter in the MKID digital readout, which tracks the phase change of a resonator due
to the increased impedance from a photon event. An image of a resonator loop in the
I-Q plane along with parameters fitted from the loop are shown in Figure 2.2.

2.2.3

Quality Factors

Information about the quality factors of the resonator can also be extracted upon
completion of this circle fitting algorithm. The total quality factor, Q, can be extracted
directly from the fit alongside f0 and φ0 . The coupling quality factor, Qc can be calculated
from Q through
Qc =

|ZC | + R
Q,
2R

(2.9)

where |ZC | is the fit center position of the circle and R is its radius. Finally, upon knowing
Q and Qc , the internal quality factor, Qi can easily be calculated. The inverse of the
total quality factor goes as the sum of the inverses of all the composing quality factors,
1
1
1
=
+ .
Q
Qc Qi
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Figure 2.2: (Top) Typical resonator I-Q data being fit with the circle fitting algorithm described in the text. (Bottom) The same I-Q data, but instead plotted as the
magnitude of the complex transmission, |S21 |. This 4.4955 GHz resonator had a Qc
of 46,000 and Qi of 220,000, resulting in a total Q of about 38,000.
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Both individual quality factors, Qc and Qi , making up the total quality factor, Q, can
now be determined.
Qc and Qi are particularly important parameters for microresonator design and performance. Qc is a measure of the coupling strength between the superconducting resonator and the microwave transmission line. High values of QC indicate low levels of
power lost from the resonator to the transmission line, so high Qc actually means low
coupling strength. The resonator frequency and Qc are usually engineered with the help
of 2.5D EM field simulation software, such as Sonnet. For optical MKIDs, typical values
for the designed Qc are in the range of 20,000–30,000.
Qi is an equally important parameter, but unlike Qc , this parameter cannot simply be
designed prior to fabrication. This is a measure of the power losses of the superconducting
resonator and can often be used to gauge the quality of the superconducting film. Power
can be lost to the substrate, interfaces, dissipative impurities in the superconducting film,
and more. Typically, one wants to maximize Qi in order to push the resonator properties
close to those designed with EM simulations. Because high Qi means low dissipation
in the resonator, it is also an indicator of the maximum potential energy resolution one
can expect from that resonator. Usually, Qi values of 100,000 or higher are ideal for
getting the energy resolution to a point where other effects become the limiting factors.
The Qi value is often very dependent on careful substrate cleaning techniques and the
superconducting material of choice. In TiN on Si [36] and PtSi on sapphire [47] optical
MKIDs, for example, Qi values of over 106 have been observed.

2.3

Multiplexing and Digital Readout

Due to MKIDs being LC resonators, they can be naturally multiplexed by using
a frequency domain multiplexing (FDM) scheme [23]. To do this, multiple resonators
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are coupled to the same microwave transmission line. Each resonator on the line is
designed to resonate at a unique frequency. In large arrays, resonators are typically
spaced roughly 2 MHz apart with a total microwave line bandwidth of about 3 or 4 GHz.
Large interdigitated capacitors (IDCs) are used in the current MKID design, and the
frequencies of the resonators are stepped by varying the length of the capacitor legs in a
controlled way, thereby changing the capacitance and frequency. A segment of the array
which displays this multiplexing strategy is shown in Figure 2.3. With this scheme in
place, up to 2,000 optical MKIDs can be read out using a single transmission line [24].

Figure 2.3: Portion of an optical MKID array with a winding transmission line and
coupling capacitors going to each individual resonator. Each resonator is given a
unique frequency in the readout by varying the lengths of the capacitor legs in the
IDC. Note that in the figure above, no two IDCs are exactly the same. The inductor
size, however, is kept constant so that the fractional change in inductance for a given
incident photon energy is constant across the array.
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In terms of reading out photon events in real time, it is often easier for the digital
electronics to measure the phase response rather than to track the frequency response.
The amplitude response may also be used, but this method typically results in a much
lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as compared with the phase response. To measure the
phase response of multiple resonators, the digital readout sends a comb of probe tones
through the device at all resonant frequencies, driving the resonators. When a photon
hits a resonator, the phase at the resonant frequency of that resonator will shift, and the
digital electronics will measure this phase shift at the other end of the transmission line.
The actual digital electronics hardware is complex, but the PhD thesis of Matthew
Strader is an excellent source of a detailed description for the interested reader [24]. Here,
I will provide a basic overview of the required electronics. The readout can be divided
into three main components. First, there is the ROACH (or more recently ROACH2)
board. The heart of these boards is a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), capable of
performing the real-time and multi-channel fast operations necessary for processing phase
signal data from an array of detectors. Next, there is the analog-to-digital (ADC)/digitalto-analog (DAC) board. The ADC/DAC board is used to convert between the analog
data used in the MKID array and the digital data used in the FPGA. In the newest
iteration of the readout system, an additional FPGA was also added to the design to
route the high speed signals between ADC/DAC board and the ROACH2 board. Finally,
there is the intermediate frequency (IF) board, which is used to convert between the lower
<1 GHz frequencies used inside the FPGA and the 4–8 GHZ frequencies of the MKIDs.
Each of these digital electronics systems can at present read out roughly 1000 resonators.
To read out large arrays of 10 kilopixels or more, multiple copies of hte digital electronics
setup are required.
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3.1

Background

Optical to near-IR MKIDs had a strong initial performance with the ARCONS
project, but the detectors required improvements in a few key areas, namely pixel yield,
energy resolution, and quantum efficiency. Although ARCONS was designed with a total of 2,024 pixels, inhomogeneities in the superconducting resonator layer reduced the
overall pixel yield to ∼70%. In terms of energy resolution, typical ARCONS pixels had
R = E/∆E ≈ 8 at 405 nm. The quantum efficiency was a maximum of 17% in the
instrument’s 380–1150 nm wavelength band [35].
The next generation of MKID planet finding instruments, DARKNESS and MEC,
required improved performance in each of the three areas listed above. For optimal
performance, these instruments would require pixel yields of ∼90%, energy resolution
of ∼20, and quantum efficiency above 20% [40]. To achieve these improvements, new
fabrication techniques and superconducting material systems were investigated. In this
chapter, I provide more details on these MKID performance limitations and outline some
of the initial work towards making improvements in these areas. Other parameters such
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as detector sensitivity, dynamic range, and count rate are also important for MKID array
performance and will be discussed, but generally these are not limiting factors.

3.2
3.2.1

Important Parameters and Limitations
Pixel Yield

The most important parameter currently limiting optical to near-IR MKID array
performance is pixel yield. This is affected by a combination of factors. First of all, the
MKID digital readout electronics are limited in bandwidth. For example, the original
ROACH1 readout used with ARCONS operated in a 3–6 GHz whereas the ROACH2
system used with DARKNESS and MEC operated between 4–8 GHz, resulting in a
bandwidths of 3 and 4 GHz, respectively. In order to maximize the number of pixels that
could be multiplexed on a single transmission line, the spacing between resonators was
designed at 2 MHz. Slight imperfections in fabrication could shift resonators away from
their designed frequency values, and if multiple resonators overlap in frequency space,
they are indistinguishable by the readout. Typically, these pixels become unusable when
the frequency spacing between them is less than ∼500 kHz. Errors on order one part in a
thousand in ∆f /f are sufficient for this to occur, making fabrication homogeneity crucial
for maximizing pixel yield. An image of a typical frequency span is shown in Figure 3.1.
It should be noted that increasing the resonator spacing would be a method for
increasing the percent pixel yield, but in order to do this while keeping the same number
of total pixels would require additional transmission lines. This is not usually feasible
as additional cryogenic lines add to the thermal constraints of the instrument as well
as drive up the costs due to the necessity for additional cryogenic amplifiers and roomtemperature readout electronics.
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Figure 3.1: A typical frequency span seen in a titanium nitride MKID array. Instead of a uniform 2 MHz spacing, note the significant bunching in multiple areas of
this frequency span. When the spacing between two resonators becomes too small
(< 500 kHz), these resonators become indistinguishable by the readout, rendering
the pixels dead.

With the designed resonator spacing set by hardware and cost limitations, the most
promising way to increase pixel yield is to reduce inhomogeneities in the superconducting
resonator layer. These non-uniformities were especially noticeable in the sputtered substoichiometric TiN [36] that was used for each of the ARCONS arrays [48] and some of
the first DARKNESS arrays [40]. These TiN films were deposited onto silicon wafers by
sputtering off of a Ti target while being held in a N2 -rich environment. Stoichiometric
TiN films are fairly straightforward to make and have a TC of around 4 K, but substoichiometric films require a more careful tuning of the N2 gas flow parameters to get to
the desired TiN composition and TC . Because N2 deficient films have a lower TC (down
to 400 mK for completely N2 deficient TiN, i.e. Ti), one can control the gas flow rate
to set the film’s TC . In sputtering, argon ions are also typically used to facilitate the
sputtering plasma. During the deposition process, the gas pressure in the chamber is
usually held at around 5–10 mTorr. The main chamber is kept under ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) prior to deposition, with a base pressure on order 10−10 Torr, eliminating the
likelihood of significant impurities in the sputtered films.
The difficulty with sub-stoichiometric TiN films is controlling the TC to the same
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value across an entire 4” Si wafer. As can be seen from Equation 2.2, altering the TC in
part of the film will change the local penetration depth and therefore LS in that area,
shifting the frequencies of resonators away from their designed values. For applications in
optical MKIDs, a TC of ∼1 K is desired when using cryogenic refrigerators with operating
temperatures of 100 mK. Unfortunately, the TC of TiN is extremely sensitive to variations
of the N2 gas flow rate when aiming for a composition with a TC of ∼1 K, as shown in
Figure 3.2. This makes variations in frequency even more profound for 1 K TC TiN,
further reducing pixel yield when operating in this regime.

Figure 3.2: TC versus N2 flow rate for sputtered TiN films. Notice the small amount
of variability for stoichiometric films (> 3 sccm N2 ) and the much steeper decline in
TC for sub-stoichiometric films (< 3 sccm N2 ). Reprinted with permission from Leduc
et al. 2010 [36].

Because TiN has many desirable microresonator properties, it was worthwhile to seek
out methods for improving the uniformity of TiN films. The simplest strategy was to
increase the size of the Ti sputter target, providing a more uniform beam of Ti atoms
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going toward the wafer. In terms of the N2 uniformity, the gas flow distribution could also
be adjusted. Instead of using a single gas port for the N2 , a ring injection system was used.
In addition, the wafer would be rotated throughout the deposition, further increasing the
spatial uniformity of the TiN film. Finally, more advanced systems contained a second
planetary rotation stage. Although these methods did indeed raise the uniformity of the
sub-stoichiometric TiN films, it was not enough to overcome the steep gradient in TC
near 1 K.
Other methods for improving TiN uniformity used more drastic changes to the deposition process. For example, one of these methods involved sputtering a layer of stoichiometric TiN, followed by a layer of Ti, and then a second stoichiometric TiN layer [49].
Through the proximity effect [50], this entire film stack will be superconducting with a
shared TC dependent on the ratio of the TiN and Ti film thicknesses. With this method,
one can control the TC of the film fairly well as stoichiometric TiN and Ti films are
intrinsically more uniform than sputtered sub-stoichiometric TiN films. Although this
method has seen quite good success for submillimeter MKIDs, the quality factor of these
films is significantly reduced when the TC is brought below about 1.5 K, as is the case in
optical MKIDs. In addition, the Ti sandwiched between the TiN layers is quite reactive
to wet chemistries such as HF, creating new fabrication challenges. Another method for
improving the resonator spacing in TiN films is attempting an ex-post facto correction
of the resonators. In Section 3.3.1, I will discuss how a focused ion beam (FIB) can be
used to make these corrections. Finally, deposition methods other than sputtering may
be used to provide more uniform sub-stoichiometric TiN films. In Section 3.3.2 I will
explain the atomic layer deposition (ALD) method and in Section 3.5.2 I will describe
work done in using this method for TiN films.
Ultimately, these methods for improving sub-stoichiometric TiN uniformity did not
do enough to meaningfully increase resonator yield. Instead, entirely new MKID material
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systems were developed in hopes that they could retain the desirable properties of TiN
while being more uniform across a wafer. The early attempts at developing these new
material systems are discussed later in this chapter, but it wasn’t until we developed the
platinum silicide on sapphire system that we started to see much improved uniformity as
well as better per-pixel performance as compared to TiN. The PtSi on sapphire material
system will be discussed in in detail in Section 4.2.

3.2.2

Energy Resolution

Figure 3.3: A couple of photon events detected by PtSi resonators used in an early
version of the DARKNESS array. The array was illuminated with 980 nm light in the
lab for testing, resulting in ∼ 110◦ phase shift. This early DARKNESS resonator had
relatively low Qi of around 60,000, resulting in a higher noise level as compared to
more recent devices.

To understand how energy resolution is calculated in single photon counting MKIDs,
one must first know how the energy of a photon is determined. Some examples of what
this phase response actually looks like with a PtSi resonator detecting 980 nm photons is
shown in Figure 3.3. When a photon is absorbed by the MKID inductor, the rise time in
the phase is almost instantaneous (∼ 1 µs). Afterward, the photon decays exponentially
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to the noise floor with a time constant related to the recombination time of quasiparticles
in the superconductor. This time constant is often referred to as the quasiparticle lifetime
and its value differs significantly for different superconductors, although there is no clear
model for predicting it. Generally speaking, superconductors with higher normal state
resistivities tend to have shorter quasiparticle lifetimes.
The energy of the incident photon is proportional to the phase pulse height. Due to
the finite sampling rate of the readout (∼1 MHz) and noise in the phase signal, the most
accurate determination of the energy will not come from just taking the maximum phase
value during a pulse. Instead, the pulse is fit to a model that includes a sharp rise and an
exponential decay. The expected maximum phase is extracted from this fit. Generally,
longer exponential decays generate better fits when the data is noisy, so superconducting
resonators with longer quasiparticle lifetimes will have higher potential resolving power.
In order to convert between phase and photon energy, a set of lasers of precisely known
wavelength is focused onto the array and the phase response of the resonators is monitored. In standard observation of unknown photon energies, an interpolation between
the phase responses to the laser wavelengths is used to determine the energies associated
with the measured phases. The MKID data reduction pipeline paper by van Eyken et
al. 2015 describes this wavelength calibration system in more detail [51].
For laboratory testing, this method of fitting phase pulses to extract out the photon
energy works well. When reading out a large array in real time with the current version
of digital electronics, however, there is far too much data to be able to perform a fit of
every incident photon. Instead, prior to the regular operation of the array, each resonator
takes data from photons of known energy. The pulses from these data are averaged
together, and a template is created for that resonator, as shown in Figure 3.4. When
using the digital readout with a full array simultaneously, each resonator’s template is
continuously being cross-correlated with the phase data time stream. When a signal
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Figure 3.4: (Black) A number of photon events on a single PtSi resonator averaged
together and normalized. (Green) A template that has been created from this averaged
pulse data and can be used to read out pulse height data in real time via the optimal
filtering formalism.

that closely matches the shape of the template is found, only the time stamp and phase
height of the event are saved, making the data rate much more manageable. This method
closely follows the matched or optimal filtering formalism and has been fairly standard
for reading out cryogenic detectors [52].
The wavelength calibration system mentioned above can also be used to estimate the
energy resolution, R = E/∆E, of the array. To do this, photon data of a known wavelength is collected at the MKID and the pulse heights or calibrated energy measurements
are aggregated into a histogram, as shown in Figure 3.5. From here, the histogram is
fit to a Gaussian distribution and assuming proper normalization, the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) is taken to be ∆E. This assumes that the natural FWHM of the
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Figure 3.5: A histogram of phase pulse heights measured by a MKID absorbing photons from a 980 nm calibration laser. This particular resonator had lower than average
internal quality factor, which limited the energy resolution to around 5 at 980 nm.
Here, 980 nm photons show up as 110◦ phase pulse heights. Also pictured is a tail
at low energy which can be attributed to excess thermal radiation and false pulse
triggers.

laser line is very small compared to the FWHM detected by the resonator which is very
much the case for the moderate energy resolution values (R ∼ 8) currently observed in
optical MKIDs.
There are a number of factors limiting the energy resolution of MKIDs. First, it is
important to look at the Qi of the resonator, which is a measure of the dissipation and
random fluctuations in the resonator. When Qi is low and the EM field fluctuations are
high, excess phase noise will drive down the energy resolution of the detector. Generally,
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optical MKID energy resolution saturates at R ∼8–10 at 1 µm when the Qi is above
about 100,000.
When Qi & 100, 000 a combination of two-level system (TLS) noise, amplifier noise,
and positional dependence of photon hits on the inductor begin to limit the energy resolution. In the TLS model [53], TLSs are free to move between two energy states, causing
fluctuations in the field strength of the microwave resonator (mostly near the capacitor)
and increasing the phase noise. TLSs are generally believed to exist in the interface
between the superconducting layer and the substrate. Advanced substrate cleaning techniques prior to superconductor deposition may lead to reduced TLS density, among other
resonator improvements [54].
Currently, the phase noise in MKIDs is at about the same level as the amplifier noise,
so in order to get any meaningful improvements in energy resolution, both noise sources
must be pushed down. Amplification must be performed close to the detector to maximize
the SNR, so cryogenic amplifiers are utilized. The current standard cryogenic amplifiers
are high-electron-mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifiers. In the 4–8 GHz regime, these
HEMT amplifiers can achieve over 30 dB of gain with a noise temperature of about
2 K [55]. A new type of cryogenic amplifier referred to as a parametric amplifier, or
paramp, is being developed [56]. This type of amplifier exploits the nonlinearity in
kinetic inductance of a specially designed superconducting transmission line to achieve
quantum-limited noise temperatures while maintaining high gain and dynamic range.
Paramps are still in early development, but MKIDs could see a dramatic improvement
in energy resolution when these devices come to maturity.
Another effect that degrades energy resolution is a positional dependence of photon
hits on the MKID inductor. The idea here is that the inductor does not necessarily have
a spatially uniform current distribution, and a photon of a given energy that hits one
part of the inductor will not produce the same number of quasiparticles as a photon of
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the same energy that hits a different part of the inductor. The resulting phase response
will depend on the position on the inductor where the photon was absorbed. To reduce
degradation of energy resolution from this effect, an inductor geometry with a more
uniform current distribution would be required.

3.2.3

Quantum Efficiency

The next important detector parameter is quantum efficiency. This is simply the
fraction of light at a given wavelength that makes it through the optical system and
is measured by the detector. For ARCONS, the instrument reached a peak system
quantum efficiency of about 17% at the lower wavelength end of its operating window.
This includes losses due to any filters or windows that the optical beam must pass through
before reaching the focal plane array. On top of this, when the instrument is behind an
optical telescope, there are often three or more mirrors with imperfect reflectivity between
the instrument, further reducing the fraction of light arriving at the detector. Many of
these losses cannot be easily reclaimed, so it is extremely important for the detector array
to absorb and measure any light that makes its way through the optics. Doing so will
often reduce the amount of observation time needed to get up to a desired SNR on an
astronomical object of interest.
One method for increasing the quantum efficiency of MKID arrays is adding a microlens array lid directly over the box housing the MKID array. The purpose of the
microlens array is to focus light directly onto the photosensitive inductor portion of each
resonator, thereby increasing the fill factor to over 90%. These microlens arrays are now
commercial products and can be custom designed for the pixel pitch of the detector array. The biggest challenge of using these microlens is properly aligning them so that the
optical beams are properly focused to the center of the inductors.
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Even when the majority of the light arriving at the detector is focused on the inductors, only a small fraction of that light will actually be absorbed. Although the
superconductor is typically thick enough to not pass any light through, there is still a
considerable amount of light reflected from its surface. This is more intrinsically a material property, with different materials absorbing more or less light at certain wavelengths
than others. As an example, a comparison of the transmission, reflectance, and absorption spectra of TiN and PtSi is shown later in Figure 4.3. To increase this absorption
fraction, an anti-reflection coating could be added to the inductor. Another solution
would be to switch over to a TKID design, as discussed in Section 1.4, which separates
the absorbing structure from the measurement MKID. Work on TKIDs, especially in the
optical regime, is still in very early development.

3.2.4

Detector Sensitivity and Dynamic Range

Another detector issues that deserves some discussion is sensitivity, or the measured
phase response for a given photon energy. The sensitivity of the detector largely depends
on the inductor volume and Qc . For a material with a given sheet impedance, the number
of charge carriers is going to depend on the inductor volume. Therefore, a larger inductor
will have a smaller fractional change in quasiparticle density for a given photon energy.
This will result in a smaller phase signal. A smaller inductor volume will result in a
higher sensitivity. The detector sensitivity can also be engineered by adjusting Qc , as
this dictates the signal strength that will be seen by the microwave transmission line. In
order to keep the phase response sensitivity uniform across an array, the inductor volume
and Qc are generally kept constant.
Although the sensitivity can be easily increased, MKIDs only have a limited dynamic
range. The phase response begins to become heavily nonlinear for photon energies that
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produce phase pulses above about 120◦ . These large pulses will result in lower energy
resolution when compared to phase pulses that remain in the linear regime. In order
to avoid going into the nonlinear phase region, MKIDs are designed so that the most
energetic photons produce ∼ 120◦ pulses, before the onset of nonlinearity. There is some
work being done to handle nonlinear phase shifts, but it is still in its early stages.

3.2.5

Count Rate

Finally, there is the issue of count rate. In early versions of the readout, the count
rate was limited by the FPGA resources. A maximum count rate of roughly 2500 cts/s
was set in the readout with a 100 µs dead time between photon events. More recent
generations of the readout do not have this limitation, and the maximum count rate is
set by the quasiparticle lifetime. In order to maximize the resolving power of the array,
phase pulses should overlap minimally. Therefore, shorter quasiparticle lifetimes allow
for higher count rates, but this comes at the cost of more poorly sampling the pulses,
which also degrades energy resolution. Often times, the quasiparticle lifetime can be
tuned with the expected count rate of a specific application in mind.

3.3

Improvements from Novel Fabrication Methods

In this section, I will go over new fabrication methods that were used to attempt
to improve MKID performance. I will focus on two of these methods that were given
considerable attention. The first is focused ion beam milling, which attempts to correct
for resonator defects after the standard fabrication process has been completed. Next, I
will go over atomic layer deposition as a replacement for sputtering or other deposition
techniques. This deposition process involves growing single atomic layers of a material
at a time.
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Focused Ion Beam Milling

One of the techniques used to try to improve pixel yield was focused ion beam (FIB)
milling. The goal here was to test the resonator positions in frequency space after fabrication and then to move any colliding resonators with the FIB. The FIB used was part
of the FEI Helios Dualbeam Nanolab 650 system and employed a high power gallium
ion beam along with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) for imaging during the FIB
process.

Figure 3.6: (Left) End of a capacitor leg that has undergone FIB milling. The decreased capacitance should increase the frequency of the resonator and move it into
an unoccupied area of frequency space. (Right) A FIB cut through the inductor portion of the resonator. This stops current flow in the inductor, effectively eliminating
the resonance. This was done in severe cases when the resonator could not be easily
moved to an unfilled area of frequency space.

In order to shift a colliding frequency, the ends of that resonator’s capacitor legs
would be milled in order to decrease the capacitance. This method could only be used
to shift resonant frequencies up. A calculated length of the capacitor would be milled
carefully to put the resonator into an unoccupied area of frequency space. There were
also groups of resonators that were heavily bunched with no free neighboring area of
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frequency space. For these, it was often easier to altogether eliminate one out of the two
colliding resonators in order to at least be able to regularly read out the other resonator.
In order to do this, the inductor was cut with the FIB to eliminate any possible current
flow through the inductor. SEM images of these two processes are shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.7: A SEM image of a MKID capacitor after its frequency has been shifted
with FIB milling. Notice the dark squares in the area of the FIB cuts. This is due to
the need to adjust the focus of the ion beam prior to the milling process, effectively
leaving carbon burns and excess gallium ion implantation in areas surrounding the
cuts. This caused somewhat random shifts of frequency for many resonators across
the array, including those that did not undergo any FIB milling procedure.

FIB milling seemed to be a good path forward for adjusted important arrays that
would be used inside astronomical instrumentation. Unfortunately, there were unexpected issues that arose from this technique. The main issue came about due to having
to focus the ion beam. This would leave what were effectively carbon burns on the surface
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of the array. In addition, the FIB would implant gallium ions in unwanted areas of the
array, which changes the dielectric constant of the substrate. Both of these effects could
cause random deviations in the resonator frequency, and we have seen that even neighboring resonators that were not necessarily processed with the FIB had their resonant
frequencies shifted. Finally, the FIB milling process was very long and tool time was
extremely expensive. There was also little room to automate and speed up the process
with the particular tool that was being used. The FIB milling project was eventually
abandoned for these reasons, but other ex-post facto frequency correction techniques are
being investigated.

3.3.2

Atomic Layer Deposition

Another attempted fabrication method for improving the homogeneity of superconducting films was atomic layer deposition (ALD). This type of deposition works by successively pulsing a combination of precursor gases into a reaction chamber containing
the substrate. Each precursor gas pulse grows an atomic layer of material on top of the
substrate or the previously grown layer. The next precursor gas is then pulsed into the
chamber, reacting with the layer under it and growing the next atomic layer. The cycle
is repeated until a film of the desired thickness is grown. The advantage of using ALD
is that each reaction is done to saturation, meaning that the gas quickly reacts with the
previous layer and grows an atomic layer, but the reaction is such that it does not grow
the film further until the next gas is pulsed. Unlike sputtering, ALD is done in a chamber
with relatively poor base pressure, increasing the amount of impurities in the grown film.
Attempts at using ALD to produce TiN films specifically are described in Section 3.5.2.
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Improvements from New Superconducting Materials

Another path toward improving detector performance is using entirely different superconducting materials in the MKID resonator layer. The main idea is that other materials
are likely to have higher spatial uniformity than sub-stoichiometric TiN while retaining
some of TiN’s more desirable qualities, such as high Qi . In order to quickly screen new
materials, a fabrication mask with multiple testing structures was designed. This mask
included multiple chips, each tuned for a different sheet inductance, allowing the same
mask to be used for a multitude of materials. The mask contained a number of resonators
with the same geometries as those in the large-format arrays. It also contained a group
of resonators spaced 2 MHz apart in order to test the uniformity in frequency placement
and multiplexing capabilities. In addition, the test mask had a few λ/4 CPW resonators
which were used in the early days of MKIDs. This allowed us to compare noise of our
current resonators with archival data. The mask contained resonators with big capacitors, which are expected to have lower TLS noise due to a smaller fraction of the electric
field being located at the superconductor-substrate interface. Although these resonators
are too big to fit into large-format arrays, they could be used for testing MKID performance with paramps. Finally, the test mask included resonators with high Qc . These
were useful for testing resonators with very high Qi as the total Q is dominated by the
lowested of Qc and Qi , leading to large errors in the Qi measurement when Qc is its
typical low value of ∼ 30, 000. An image of this test mask is shown in Figure 3.8.
A number of factors go into choosing new MKID material candidates. First of all,
the TC of the superconductor needs to be ∼ 1 K in order to maximize performance at
a 100 mK operating temperature. This significantly limits the superconductor choices,
as there are only a handful of elemental superconductors in this region and few binary
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Figure 3.8: 20 pH/ chip of a MKID fabrication test mask. This mask is used to
quickly screen potential MKID material candidates of varying sheet impedance for a
number of properties, such as TC , Qi , τqp , and R.

superconductors. Next, ease of fabrication is important. Typically, materials are chosen
that could be easily produced in a general-use cleanroom facility. There is often very little
data on the microwave properties of most low temperature superconductors, but often
these materials are used for other applications and their room temperature properties
are well established. The test mask can be used to screen superconducting resonator
parameters such as TC , Qi , τqp , and R and quickly predict whether a material could be
useful for large-format MKID arrays.
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In the following section, I will present a paper detailing some of the early optical
MKID development efforts. This paper focuses on the fabrication and performance of
MKIDs made with ALD TiN and PtSi on silicon substrates. Although these resonators
did not have the best performance, the PtSi on Si work in particular led to the important
development of a PtSi growth process on sapphire substrates, as will be described in
Chapter 4. Later in this chapter, I will discuss some other superconducting material
development projects which have not had the same success as the PtSi on sapphire
system for optical MKIDs, but may be useful for future applications.

3.5

Ultraviolet, Optical, and Near-IR Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detector Materials Developments

Abstract
We have fabricated 2024 pixel microwave kinetic inductance detector (MKID) arrays
in the ultraviolet/optical/near-IR (UVOIR) regime that are currently in use in astronomical instruments. In order to make MKIDs desirable for novel instruments, larger arrays
with nearly perfect yield need to be fabricated. As array size increases, however, the
percent yield often decreases due to frequency collisions in the readout. The per-pixel
performance must also be improved, namely the energy resolution. We are investigating
ways to reduce frequency collisions and to improve the per pixel performance of our devices through new superconducting material systems and fabrication techniques. There
are two main routes that we are currently exploring. First, we are attempting to create
more uniform titanium nitride films through the use of atomic layer deposition rather
than the more traditional sputtering method. In addition, we are experimenting with
completely new material systems for MKIDs, such as platinum silicide.
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Introduction

Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs [20, 48]) are a new type of superconducting technology capable of measuring the arrival times and energies of individual
photons. MKIDs work using the principle of the kinetic inductance effect [22]. Energy
can be stored in the supercurrent (or flow of Cooper pairs) of a superconductor. In order
to reverse the direction of the supercurrent, energy must be removed from the superconductor, resulting in an additional kinetic inductance term. If a superconducting material
is patterned into a resonator, light hitting the resonator will momentarily increase the
kinetic inductance of the superconductor, thereby decreasing the frequency of resonance.
The magnitude of this response is closely related to the energy of the incident photon.
An array of these resonators can be read out using a single microwave feedline using a
frequency domain multiplexing scheme [23]. As with traditional charge-coupled devices
(CCDs), the energy of the incident photon must be above the bandgap energy in order
for the photon to be absorbed. Superconductors have bandgap energies roughly 1000
times lower than that of silicon, allowing for the detection of much lower energy photons.
MKIDs are ideal in astronomy for observations of time-varying objects and those in
which spectral information is important. Some examples of objects observed with ultraviolet/optical/infrared (UVOIR) MKIDs are ultra-compact binaries, pulsars, and galaxies.
UVOIR MKIDs have been proven as successful astronomical detectors through the publication of the first two astronomy papers using MKIDs at any wavelength. These involved
observations of the 33 millisecond spin period Crab Pulsar [37] and the 28 minute orbital period AM CVn system, SDSS J0926+3624 [39]. Observations were done using our
MKID instrument, the Array Camera for Optical to Near-IR Spectrophotometry (ARCONS [35]). In the future, MKIDs will be used for speckle nulling in two funded exoplanet
imagers, the Dark-speckle Near-IR Energy-resolved Superconducting Spectrophotometer
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(DARKNESS) at the Palomar observatory and the MKID Exoplanet Camera (MEC) on
the Subaru Telescope. Observations using ARCONS are also funded to continue.
Although MKIDs have begun producing results in astronomy, there is much room for
improvement. Future instruments require much larger MKID arrays. From a fabrication
standpoint, scaling up MKID arrays is straightforward. As the array size goes up, however, the percent pixel yield typically goes down. Non-uniformities in superconducting
critical temperature across a device cause resonators to shift away from their intended
resonant frequencies, resulting in resonator collisions in frequency space. Colliding resonators cannot be distinguished and therefore cannot be read out properly, reducing the
usable pixel count. The per-pixel performance of MKIDs also needs to be improved.
Improving the energy resolution is the main priority, followed by quantum efficiency.
The energy resolution is mostly limited by two-level system (TLS [53]) and amplifier
noise, whereas the quantum efficiency depends mostly on choice of material. There are
fabrication processes used in similar low temperature detectors, such as development of
optical cavities in transition-edge sensors [57], which have been shown to increase quantum efficiency. These methods, however, typically increase the TLS noise in the detectors
resulting in lower energy resolution. We are investigating new material systems and fabrication techniques to address the most pressing issues of energy resolution and critical
temperature uniformity. Current work is going into developing MKIDs using thin films
of atomic layer deposition (ALD) titanium nitride and platinum silicide.

3.5.2

Atomic Layer Deposition Titanium Nitride

The current standard superconductor used in UVOIR MKID fabrication is sputtered
TiN [36]. TiN is an ideal MKID superconductor due to its high kinetic inductance fraction, which leads to a large resonator responsivity due to incident photons. A higher
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responsivity leads to a more accurate determination of the photon energy. Sputtered
TiN films, however, suffer from non-uniformities in superconducting critical temperature across a wafer, which greatly reduces percent pixel yield. The critical temperature
is tuned by controlling the stoichiometry in the TiN films, and deviations in the nitrogen flow rate during sputtering can cause the stoichiometry of the TiN film to vary
across a wafer. Due to the high kinetic inductance fraction, slight deviations in critical
temperature create fairly large differences in the actual resonator frequencies from their
expected design frequencies. There have been multiple schemes developed to suppress
these variations, such as stacking multilayers of stoichiometric TiN and pure Ti [49].
Atomic layer deposition of TiN is another proposed method to increase the uniformity
of sub-stoichiometric TiN films, but much of this work is still in a very early phase. A
previous study of the microwave properties of ALD TiN films was performed in Ref. [58].
We used a Beneq TFS 200 ALD system to grow thin films of TiN. The precursors
used were TiCl4 and NH3 . The precursor flow rates were the first two parameters that
were varied in attempts to obtain a 1 K TC film. The ALD process temperature was the
third parameter that was varied. No plasma power was used, and the reaction energy
was supplied completely by the thermal energy. A list of initial processing parameters
and results is shown in Table 3.1.
Our initial tests showed that the critical temperature roughly decreased with processing temperature, when processed between 460–507◦ C. It should be noted that there
was evidence of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) in addition to ALD for the 507◦ C and
495◦ C processing temperature samples, indicated by a laterally non-uniform film. This
is the likely cause of the broad low temperature superconducting transitions in these two
films. Another important result was measuring high quality factors for resonators structured out of these films. These internal quality factors were at the upper limits of our
measurement technique, which is limited by our relatively low coupling quality factors.
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Future work will involve finding ALD processing conditions that create a 1 K TC TiN
film and characterizing the uniformity in TC across a device.
Table 3.1: Initial ALD Titanium Nitride Results

Process
T (◦ C)
507
495
490
490
460
460
460

#
Cycles
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
2000

TiCl4
Dose/Purge
Times (ms)
100/1500
100/1500
100/1500
50/1000
100/1500
100/1500
50/800

NH3
Dose/Purge
Times (ms)
250/3000
200/4000
100/3000
200/4000
200/4000
100/3000
100/2000

TC (K)
0.250–0.800
0.150–0.500
1.547–1.558
2.121–2.130
3.200–3.800
2.520–3.077
2.922-3.242

Internal
Quality
Factor
—
—
—
—
(2–3)×105
(1–2)×105
> 5 × 105

Initial results of thin TiN film depositions using ALD. Critical temperature decreased
with increasing process temperature, but was largely uncontrolled. High resonator internal quality factors were measured, and these measurements were limited by the fairly
low coupling quality factors of 30,000. Not all samples were patterned. Only patterned
samples had measured internal quality factors.

3.5.3

Platinum Silicide

Platinum silicide was also explored as a possible replacement for titanium nitride
as a MKID superconductor. Bulk stoichiometric PtSi has a TC of 1 K, but the TC is
suppressed for films below 50 nm [59]. This results in a TC in the desired range without
having to alter the stoichiometry and risk creating non-uniformities in the array, as in
the TiN case. PtSi is a fairly common material in semiconductor processing, and the
room temperature properties are quite well characterized [60]. PtSi also has a high
room temperature resistivity similar to that of sputtered TiN, indicative of a high kinetic
inductance fraction. Most importantly, it is fairly simple to get PtSi into the desired
stoichiometric state, as this is also the thermally stable state. A layer of platinum on a
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silicon wafer can be easily annealed into a PtSi film.
To begin the deposition of our initial PtSi films, we cleaned a (100) high resistivity
silicon wafer. We used nanostrip followed by hydrofluoric (HF) acid to remove the native oxide. The wafer was immediately brought into a CHA Industries SEC600 e-beam
evaporator, where a 20 nm film of platinum was grown. The film was then brought into
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) and annealed at 500◦ C for 20 minutes. This acts to create a
PtSi layer that is roughly double the thickness of the initial platinum layer. The PtSi
layer is then patterned into MKID test devices.
The initial samples showed TC of roughly 800 mK, which is within the optimal range
of our cryogenic system. Photon events created quasiparticles with ∼20 µs lifetimes,
measured by observing the duration of a phase difference caused by a photon event.
The measured energy resolution, E/∆E, was 8 at 400 nm, which is equal to the energy
resolution of our sputtered TiN films [35]. Energy resolution is measured by looking at
the phase response of resonators due to photon events from lasers of precisely known
wavelengths. In our sputtered TiN films, the measured quantum efficiency is 70% at
400 nm and 25% at 1 µm. Preliminary count rate measurements in PtSi detectors
indicate a similar quantum efficiency, and more precise quantum efficiency measurements
will be made once the PtSi film thickness has been fully tuned for sensitivity. The quality
factors were in the range of 10,000 to 30,000, which is much lower than what is observed in
sputtered TiN films (Ref. [36] saw internal quality factors of substoichiometric TiN films
of 5 × 106 ). Increasing this quality factor would make PtSi competitive as a replacement
for TiN.
There are various methods that we are employing to try to increase the quality factors
of our PtSi films. One method we investigated was attempting to alter the crystal phases
of the PtSi films. The hope was that some crystal orientations were better than others for
quality factor, an effect exhibited in our TiN films. We found that one way to alter crystal
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Figure 3.9: X-ray diffraction patterns for PtSi films of 30 and 60 nm film thicknesses.
The peak at ∼29 degrees corresponds to the (101) orientation, whereas the peak
at ∼43.5 degrees corresponds to the (121) orientation. In our initial depositions,
decreasing the film thickness acted to suppress the (101) crystal phase.

structure was vary the PtSi film thickness, as can be seen in the X-ray diffraction pattern
in Figure 3.9. Unfortunately we were unable to correlate the crystal phase differences
to any significant increases in quality factor. Future work in altering the PtSi crystal
structure will likely involve depositing platinum on different crystal orientation silicon
substrates.
Another likely source for the low quality factors could be excess platinum diffusing into
the silicon. Figure 3.10 shows secondary ion mass spectroscopy measurements of a 40 nm
PtSi film grown on a silicon substrate. Instead of a sharp PtSi-Si interface, a gradual
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Figure 3.10: Secondary ion mass spectroscopy measurements of 40 nm PtSi film on
silicon. Instead of a sharp decrease in the Pt/Si ratio at 40 nm, there is a gradual
decline of almost 20 nm. This excess diffusion of platinum into silicon could be the
cause of the low quality factors and is the major motivation for using a sapphire
substrate.

decrease in the platinum to silicon ratio for ∼20nm is observed. For this reason, we
attempted to grow a PtSi film on a sapphire substrate. To do this, we cleaned a sapphire
wafer and deposited 25 nm of platinum via e-beam evaporation. Afterwards, the wafer
was placed in an ICP PECVD system. The chamber pressure was held at 50 mTorr and
temperature at 350◦ C, which was at the limits of the system. 30 sccm of SiH4 was flowed
through the chamber for upwards of two hours. Unfortunately, no appreciable PtSi layer
was grown. It was apparent that a PECVD system with higher maximum gas pressures
and temperatures would be required in order to match conditions of previous work with
successful PtSi formation [61]. In the future, we will sputter platinum and silicon onto a
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sapphire substrate, and continue by annealing the sample as in the PtSi on silicon case.

3.5.4

Conclusions

We investigated ALD TiN and PtSi as possible materials for use as MKID superconductors. Early tests of ALD TiN growth showed promising internal quality factors, but
more work needs to be done in tuning the superconducting critical temperature to 1 K.
In addition to higher quality factors, this process is expected to produce more uniform
films. Once a 1 K TC film can be repetitively deposited, we will perform extensive uniformity tests. For PtSi, producing films of the desired TC was a fairly straightforward
process. The quality factors of these films, however, were quite low, and future work will
go primarily towards addressing this issue. The most promising solution is creating a
process for growing a PtSi film on a sapphire substrate. Sputtering platinum and silicon
on a sapphire substrate, and then annealing in-situ, will likely be the next step in this
work.
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3.6

Other Superconducting Materials

There were a few other superconducting materials that were investigated in depth
using the test mask. One of those materials was osmium. This material is interesting
as it is one of the few elemental superconductors with a reported TC near 1 K. We first
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attempted ALD Os with the help of our collaborator Jani Hämäläinen from the University
of Helsinki. These films had a TC of 750 mK and a low Qi of only about 15,000. This low
value of Qi was attributed to excess impurities in the ALD process, so sputtered Os was
also attempted. The sputtered films had an unexpectedly higher TC of 1.25 K and Qi
in the range of 40,000–80,000. The material had reasonable τqp of around 20 µs, but the
energy resolution of these detectors was only about R ∼ 5 due to the relatively low values
of Qi . Future work in developing Os resonators will go into improving the Qi through
methods such as oxygen treating the substrate prior to deposition and optimizing the
sputtering conditions.
Niobium silicide is another material we put considerable amount of time investigating. The NbSi films were co-sputtered by our collaborator Helene le Sueur at CSNSM.
These films had a TC of 980 mK, close to the optimal TC of ∼800 mK for our operating
temperature. The resonators produced from these films also had remarkably high Qi
values of about 300,000–400,000. Unfortunately, NbSi turns out to have a very short τqp
of about 3 µs, which is only slightly higher than the sampling rate of the readout. This
puts an upper limit on R for NbSi MKIDs of about 5. This short quasiparticle lifetime,
however, is ideal for membrane suspended detector concepts, such as TKIDs, where the
timescale of interest is the much longer, thermalization time.
All of the aforementioned materials had TC targeted at around 1 K so that they
would be optimized for an operating temperature of 100 mK, as is used for the ADR
systems that are brought to telescopes. Future advances in cryogenic technology could
push this operating temperature further down, allowing us to use materials with a lower
TC . The advantage here would be a lower thermal noise floor, raising the theoretical limit
on energy resolution by more than a factor of two. Very preliminary work on hafnium
resonators with a TC of ∼500 mK has been done using an advanced dilution refrigerator
capable of achieving base temperatures of ∼10 mK. Although this fridge is more difficult
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to put behind an optical telescope, the work could provide insights on the performance
of low TC MKIDs.
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Chapter 4
Platinum Silicide on Sapphire
4.1

Background

In the previous chapter, I discussed some early work with depositing PtSi films on
Si substrates. Resonators made with these films had lower than expected Qi due to
excess diffusion of Pt into the Si substrate, resulting in no clear interface between the
superconducting film and the substrate. To remedy this, a process for growing PtSi on
sapphire substrates was developed. In the following section, I will present a paper detailing the fabrication and characterization of superconducting PtSi resonators on sapphire
substrates. Afterwards, I will go over some properties of the PtSi process that were
discovered only after the publication of this paper, such as improved performance due
to aggressive substrate cleaning techniques and sputtering parameters. PtSi on sapphire
resonators had fairly substantial performance improvements over TiN resonators, and
for this reason they were incorporated into the full large-format science array fabrication
process. This will be discussed more in Chapter 5.
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High Quality Factor Platinum Silicide MKIDs

Abstract
We report on the development of Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs)
using platinum silicide as the sensor material. MKIDs are an emerging superconducting
detector technology, capable of measuring the arrival times of single photons to better
than two microseconds and their energies to around ten percent. Previously, MKIDs have
been fabricated using either sub-stoichiometric titanium nitride or aluminum, but TiN
suffers from spatial inhomogeneities in the superconducting critical temperature and Al
has a low kinetic inductance fraction, causing low detector sensitivity. To address these
issues, we have instead fabricated PtSi microresonators with superconducting critical
temperatures of 944±12 mK and high internal quality factors (Qi & 106 ). These devices
show typical quasiparticle lifetimes of τqp ≈ 30–40 µs and spectral resolution, R = λ/∆λ,
of 8 at 406.6 nm. We compare PtSi MKIDs to those fabricated with TiN and detail the
substantial advantages that PtSi MKIDs have to offer.

Introduction
Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs [20]) are low-temperature detectors
capable of measuring the arrival times of single photons to better than two microseconds
and their energies to around ten percent. MKID operation depends on the kinetic inductance effect [22], an additional inductance term which can be exploited for single photon
detection. Cooper Pairs are broken when a superconductor below its Tc absorbs a photon,
creating a population of unpaired electrons called quasiparticles. The sudden decrease in
Cooper Pair density temporarily increases the kinetic inductance of the superconducting
film. If a thin film superconductor is lithographically patterned into a microresonator, a
photon absorption event will then act to momentarily decrease the resonant frequency of
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the microresonator. The energy of the incident photon is proportional to the number of
broken Cooper Pairs, and therefore the change in frequency, giving MKIDs spectral resolution. MKIDs are naturally multiplexed by assigning each microresonator in an array
a unique frequency during lithography. They can then be read out [23] using a frequency
domain multiplexing scheme. With this method employed on the newest generation of
digital microwave electronics, thousands detectors can be coupled to and read out using
a single microwave transmission line [24].
Because the bandgap ∆ of a superconductor is roughly 104 times smaller than that
of the silicon used in conventional charge-coupled devices (CCDs), MKIDs are capable of
detecting the long wavelength photons that would typically pass right through a CCD.
MKIDs can be operated over a broad wavelength range and a handful of MKID astronomy
instruments in the submillimeter [26, 29] and the ultraviolet, optical, and near-infrared
(UVOIR) [35, 40] wavelength bands have been commissioned. Although our work is
primarily focused on the UVOIR regime, MKIDs operating at all wavelengths benefit
from advances in the superconducting sensor layer.
We have chosen platinum silicide as the superconductor in our devices in order to
avoid the problems observed in previously fabricated sub-stoichiometric titanium nitride [36, 49] and aluminum [62] MKIDs. In TiN MKIDs, thin films are deposited by
reactively sputtering off of a Ti target in a nitrogen atmosphere, and the N2 flow rate
can be used to control the TiN stoichiometry and Tc . Unfortunately, for a given Ti
sputtering power, the Tc is highly sensitive to the N to Ti ratio near the desired Tc of
1 K [36]. This particular method leads to local and long-range variations in Tc (and
sheet inductance) across the wafer [49], causing the microresonators to shift away from
their design frequencies. Microresonators overlapping in frequency are unable to be read
out, lowering the overall detector yield. This issue is only exacerbated in large format
arrays where microresonators need to be spaced closely together in frequency space to
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stay within the bandwidth of the readout electronics. Attempts have been made to make
TiN more uniform through multilayer stacking of TiN/Ti/TiN [49], but this technique
is incompatible with several essential UVOIR MKID fabrication steps. Al, on the other
hand, can be deposited very uniformly but has a short London penetration depth (50
nm, compared to ∼1 µm for TiN), indicating it has a high Cooper pair density, therefore
explaining its low kinetic inductance fraction. In order to maintain a high sensitivity
(a large phase shift per number of broken Cooper Pairs), the Al film needs to be very
thin (. 5 nm), but this creates severe issues with oxidation and photon absorption. On
top of this, Al is very reflective to UVOIR photons, making overall detector quantum
efficiency even lower. Al is also known to exhibit long quasiparticle recombination times
of & 1 ms after photon hits, making the material unsuitable for applications that require
single photon detection at high count rates (& 100 counts/s).
PtSi was chosen as a candidate material for the MKID superconductor for a number
of reasons. Deposition of PtSi is fairly well understood, and its thin film, room temperature electronic and optical properties have been measured [60]. Many of the PtSi
superconducting properties have also been studied [59], including a measured Tc value of
∼1 K which decreases with thickness for films thinner than 50 nm. Typically, PtSi films
are formed by first depositing Pt on a high resistivity Si substrate. The sample is then
annealed at temperatures above 300◦ C, causing the Pt to diffuse into the Si and form
a PtSi film of roughly twice the initial Pt thickness. With this method, the thermally
stable state consists of one Pt atom for every Si atom, and fortuitously this happens to
be a state with a Tc of ∼1 K for films thicker than 50 nm [59]. This method was employed
to fabricate the initial PtSi MKIDs, but the resulting resonators had low internal quality
factors, Qi due to excess Pt diffusion deep into the Si substrate [63]. A new method was
designed to improve Qi by utilizing a sapphire substrate as a Pt diffusion barrier. The
remainder of this discussion will involve PtSi MKIDs grown on sapphire substrates.
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Fabrication

To begin, a sputter system with a base pressure of ∼10−7 Torr was used to deposit
a 30 nm Pt film on a one-side polished C-plane (0001) sapphire wafer. A 45 nm Si film
was then sputter deposited on top of the Pt film and the sample was annealed at 500◦ C
for 25 minutes, resulting in a PtSi film of roughly 60 nm. These steps were all done in
situ without breaking vacuum. The resulting PtSi film was then patterned with simple
one layer MKID test structures using a deep UV stepper. The film was dry-etched using
an inductively coupled plasma etcher with a combination of Ar, Cl2 , and CF4 gasses.
The resonators were designed with 40×40 µm meandered inductors and 200×160 µm
interdigitated capacitors with variable leg lengths, putting the resonators into a 4–8 GHz
frequency range.

4.2.2

Measurements

Low temperature testing to measure the PtSi superconducting properties was done using a dilution refrigerator capable of cooling devices down to ∼85 mK. A Tc of 944±12 mK
was measured using a DC resistance testbed during the cool down. At base temperature,
a vector network analyzer was used to find the locations of the resonators in frequency
space. By comparing the locations of these resonators to their design frequencies, and
noting a design sheet inductance of 10.0 pH/, we measured the average local PtSi sheet
inductance to be 8.2±0.2 pH/.
Once the exact locations of the resonators were known, an analog microwave readout
system was used to send and receive probe tones scanning the frequency space around the
device resonant frequencies. The complex transmission was measured near resonance and
individual resonators were fit using a capacitively coupled LC resonator model [46]. Of
the resonators with a good fit, a mean Qi value of 1.06 × 106 was calculated. Because the
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total quality factor is dominated by the smallest of Qi and Qc (coupling quality factor),
there is a large inherent spread in the fitted Qi when it is much larger than Qc (designed
to be between 40,000–50,000). In this case, a standard deviation in Qi of 5.5 × 105 was
measured. The mean measured Qc for these resonators was 38,000. These values of Qi
are among the highest seen in superconducting microresonators among a wide variety of
materials.
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Figure 4.1: Percent variation in sheet resistance of PtSi and TiN thin films from the
center of a 4” wafer. Measurements were done at the locations of the circles and the
filled contour map was generated using a radial basis function interpolation.

The uniformity of the PtSi devices was also measured and compared to that of devices
fabricated using sub-stoichiometric TiN, as non-uniformity in Tc is the most significant
problem currently plaguing TiN MKIDs. For these superconducting films, the uniformity
in room temperature sheet resistance can often be used as a rough proxy for uniformity
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Figure 4.2: Wide frequency sweep of identical resonator structures designed at 2 MHz
spacing for PtSi (top) and TiN (bottom). The base line has been translated to 0 dB
for clarity. The frequency has also been shifted to 0 MHz for an easier comparison of
the TiN and PtSi devices. An offset of 4.845 GHz is present for PtSi and 3.620 GHz
for TiN. The seventh PtSi resonator in the sequence is missing due to a photomask
error.

in Tc . Figure 4.1 shows the percent variation of film sheet resistance from the center of
a 4” wafer for PtSi and TiN. These measurements show almost an order of magnitude
better uniformity in PtSi than in TiN. The fabrication mask also contains a group of
resonators closely spaced in frequency with a designed spacing of 2 MHz. This is meant
to resemble the 2 MHz spacing used between detectors in large format MKID arrays.
Complex transmission magnitudes for identical structures made with PtSi and TiN are
shown in Figure 4.2. Note that the PtSi resonators spread out to around 20 MHz of
bandwidth, whereas the TiN resonators spread to 120 MHz. The total bandwidth of the
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9 resonators was designed to be 16 MHz. It can be seen that the frequency variations
are less pronounced in PtSi than in TiN, allowing for finer multiplexing and a smaller
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Figure 4.3: Optical transmittance, reflectance, and absorption measurements of unpatterned 60 nm PtSi (blue) and sub-stoichiometric 1 K TC TiN (red) thin films on
a sapphire substrates. The shaded region represents the wavelength band of the upcoming MKID instrument, DARKNESS[40]. The slight discontinuity at 800 nm is the
result of the spectrophotometer switching its light source.

Room temperature transmittance, reflectance, and absorption measurements of unpatterned PtSi films were done using an Agilent Cary 5000 wideband spectrophotometer
and are shown in Figure 4.3. This data is used to determine an upper limit on quantum
efficiency of our detectors over the wide wavelength range in which they operate. The
data was compared to that of a sub-stoichiometric TiN film typically used in MKIDs.
TiN has better absorption than PtSi at shorter wavelengths, however, at wavelengths
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over 425 nm, PtSi starts to outperform the TiN. This will be useful as future UVOIR
MKID exoplanet imaging instruments [40] start pushing further into the near-IR regime.
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Figure 4.4: A typical single 671.0 nm photon being absorbed by a PtSi MKID with
f0 =4.876 GHz, Qc =15,700, and Qi =147,300. The fitted quasiparticle recombination
time is 36 ± 2 µs. Inset: The spectrum of the same MKID that has been illuminated
with 406.6, 671.0, and 982.1 nm lasers. The data is transformed from phase height
into wavelength using these known laser wavelengths[51]. The red line is a fit with
three Gaussians and a linear background term, yielding a nearly uniform spectral
resolution R=λ/∆λ=8 across the entire 400–1000 nm range.

Photon testing was done in an adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator with optical
access. As explained earlier, when a photon hits a superconducting microresonator, it
shifts the resonant frequency of the microresonator. One can determine the energy of
the photon by measuring this frequency shift, but in the MKID readout, each resonator
is read out using only a single, unique probe tone, making this type of measurement
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difficult. The frequency shift will, however, cause a change in the amplitude and phase of
the complex transmission at the particular probe tone. Measuring the phase shift tends
to result in higher signal-to-noise ratios, and the phase can also be converted to energy
in a straightforward way [51]. In order to measure the spectral resolution of the device it
was illuminated with three lasers of known wavelength and a histogram was created, as
shown in Figure 4.4. The histogram was fit to a model of three Gaussians (one for each
laser) and a linear background term. Typical PtSi resonators had spectral resolutions
R=λ/∆λ=8 at 406.6 nm and quasiparticle recombination times τqp ≈ 30–40 µs. The
spectral resolution in the PtSi device was very similar to the results achieved in TiN
resonators of similar geometry.
Noise measurements, shown in Figure 4.5, were made using λ/4 coplanar waveguide
(CPW) resonators with a 3 µm center strip and 2 µm gaps. The data is compared
with previous measurements [64] from Al on Sapphire and Nb on Si resonators, and the
results match expectations extremely well despite the number of photons in the resonator
(a more generic proxy for the resonator readout power) differing by nearly four orders
of magnitude. This indicates that the PtSi is adding no extra two-level system (TLS)
noise [53] compared to standard MKID materials. The graph also includes some data
from similar λ/4 CPW resonators made from TiN on Si, and these resonators do appear
to be systematically slightly less noisy than the Al, Nb, and PtSi.

4.2.3

Discussion

MKIDs for UV, optical, and near-IR photon detection are extremely promising detectors for astronomical observations, but they need improvements in three distinct areas:
pixel yield, spectral resolution and quantum efficiency. First, the much more uniform
nature of PtSi, shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, indicates that it exhibits little frequency
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Figure 4.5: Fractional frequency noise (1/Hz) at 1 kHz as a function of the number
of photons in a λ/4 CPW resonator. PtSi and TiN resonator measurements are
plotted together with archival data of measurements of Nb on Si and Al on sapphire
resonators[64]. The dashed line has a power law slope of -0.5 to guide the eye with
the expected change in noise as a function of photon number.

scatter, which should dramatically improve pixel yield. Next, we see a significant discrepancy between the observed R and the R predicted from the formalism of optimal
filtering [52] in the best TiN on Si MKIDs. We believe this is due to the non-uniformity
of the TiN bandgap extending down to very small spatial scales [65] and the short quasiparticle diffusion lengths causing a different number of quasiparticles to be generated at
different locations along the length of the inductor. In PtSi on sapphire we have seen
a good match between predicted and observed R. This means as we improve our detector and readout design to reduce TLS and HEMT noise we expect to see improvements
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in R beyond the hard limit of R≈10 we see in TiN. Finally, PtSi offers significantly
higher quantum efficiency than TiN in the critical near-IR area where MKIDs will be
used for exoplanet direct imaging work behind adaptive optics systems [40], as shown in
Figure 4.3.
PtSi on sapphire appears to be a significant breakthrough for photon counting MKIDs,
and development of 10 kpix PtSi on sapphire MKID arrays is proceeding. There are
still paths forward for further raising the Qi , such as more advanced sapphire substrate
cleaning procedures [54]. In addition, going to ultra-high vacuum sputter chambers with
lower base pressures will help to reduce impurities in the PtSi films, further improving Qi .
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4.3

PtSi on Sapphire Sputtering and Annealing Parameter Space Exploration

We had produced high internal quality factor PtSi resonators using the sputter tools
in the general use clean room facility at UCSB. These sputter tools are not dedicated
to deposition of superconducting materials, and many other metals, nitrides, and oxides
are deposited using the tool. This often caused deviations in the quality of the deposited
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PtSi films due to cross-contamination from prior depositions. In addition, the Pt and Si
targets would often be exchanged for other targets depending on the demand for other
materials in the tool. Finally, because this was a general use facility, tool time was often
limited, making it difficult to perform an in-depth investigation of the PtSi material
system.
For the above reasons, we made the decision to purchase our own private sputtering
system. This tool was optimized for superconductor deposition. On top of the regular
turbo pump used to get the tool to ∼10−8 Torr base pressure, a cryo pump was added
which brought the pressure further down into the ∼10−10 Torr levels. On top of this, no
oxygen or nitrogen gases were used as reaction gases (nitrogen was still used for chamber
purging during maintenance), further reducing the non-superconducting impurities in the
tool. The tool contained 3” targets instead of the smaller 2” targets used in the general
use facility, improving the thickness uniformity of sputtered films. In addition, it had a
substrate heater installed that could be ramped up to 1000◦ C, allowing us to perform
the PtSi annealing process in-situ after the deposition.
The PtSi deposition process had to be re-optimized for this new sputter system. Also,
having a private sputter system allowed us to perform a parameter space exploration of
the PtSi material system. A number of parameters were explored to try to optimize the
PtSi deposition process, including platinum to silicon ratio, annealing temperature and
time, and temperature ramp rates. The fabrication conditions and results of this study
are shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 and are discussed in more detail in the subsections below.

4.3.1

Platinum to Silicon Ratio

The ratio of platinum to silicon atoms was perhaps one of the most important parameters for the determination of internal quality factor. Theoretically, a 1:1 Pt to Si ratio
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Table 4.1: PtSi Sputtering and Annealing Parameters

Wafer
ID
20160917
20160919a
20160919b
20160922a
20160922b
20160924
20160925
20160928a
20160928b
20160928c
20160930
20161002
20161004a
20161004b
20161006a
20161006b
20161008
20161008
20161011
20161012
20161014
20161016
20161018
20161018
20161019
20161019
20161024
20161025
20161029
20161029

Pt:Si
# Ratio
1 : 0.99
1 : 0.99
1 : 0.99
1 : 0.99
1 : 0.99
1 : 0.99
1 : 0.99
1 : 0.99
1 : 1.19
1 : 1.04
1 : 0.99
1 : 0.99
1 : 0.89
1 : 0.79
1 : 0.94
1 : 0.99
1 : 1.14
1 : 1.14
1 : 1.09
1 : 1.09
1 : 1.09
1 : 1.09
1 : 1.09
1 : 1.09
1 : 1.09
1 : 1.09
1 : 1.09
1 : 1.09
1 : 1.09
1 : 1.09

Annealing
T (◦ C)
500
200
800
350
650
550
600
550
550
550
500
500
550
550
550
300
300
300 + 500
550
450
550
550
450
450 + 500
350
350 + 500
300
300
300
300 + 500

Annealing
Time
(min)
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25 + 25
25
25
50
100
100
100 + 25
100
100 + 25
100
100
100
100 + 25

Cooldown
Speed
Slow
Slow
Slow
Slow
Slow
Slow
Slow
Slow
Slow
Slow
Slow
Fast
Slow
Slow
Slow
Fast
Fast
Fast + Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast + Fast
Fast
Fast + Fast
Fast
Fast w/ Ar
Fast
Fast + Fast

Holder
Type
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Sputter 3
Plate
Plate
Plate
Ring
Ring
Ring + Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate + Plate
Plate
Plate + Plate
Ring
Ring
Ring
Ring + Plate

Table of parameters probed in order to optimize the PtSi growth process. Wafers with
multiple annealing temperatures, times, cooldown speeds, and holder types are those
that were re-annealed to test the effects on Qi . Slow cooldown speeds are those that were
ramped down at rates of roughly 0.1◦ C/s. The holder type refers to a heavy and thick
inconel plate with slow thermalization and a thin inconel ring with fast thermalization.
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Table 4.2: PtSi Microresonator Results

Wafer
ID
20160917
20160919a
20160919b
20160922a
20160922b
20160924
20160925
20160928a
20160928b
20160928c
20160930
20161002
20161004a
20161004b
20161006a
20161006b
20161008
20161008
20161011
20161012
20161014
20161016
20161018
20161018
20161019
20161019
20161024
20161025
20161029
20161029

Sheet
Resistance
(Ω/)
6
6.75
5
—
—
5.75
5.5
6
6.5
6
7.5
7
8.2
8
9
9
6.25
—
6
6.6
6.1
6
6.4
—
7.3
—
7.8
8
12
—

TC (mK)
935
820
960
865
935
950
950
935
925
945
915
—
<140
<140
<140
160
775
990
730
720
958
946
949
—
922
—
927
945
923
—

Qi
(×103 )
20
Low
70
5
25
20
27
30
15
27
15
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
90
Low
Low
20
50
—
200
50
100
100
30
40
400

Notes

Only CPW resonators present

20% thinner

Nonuniform resistance
Nonuniform resistance
Re-annealed

Only CPW resonators present

Re-annealed
Re-annealed
20% thinner
20% thinner
54% thinner
Re-annealed

Measured microresonator results for the parameters explored in Table4.1. The wafer IDs
in this table coincide with the ones in the previous table. Some values are omitted due to
the difficulty of the measurement, especially when it came to re-annealed samples which
were often already diced into small test chips.
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is necessary for a 1 K TC PtSi films, but we found that around a 10% silicon excess was
ideal for high Qi in PtSi. As is shown in the tables, a PtSi film with a low fraction of
silicon has reduced TC . On the other hand, a film with excess silicon has a TC near 1 K,
but the quality factor of the resonators is reduced. This was attributed to additional
TLS noise due to the excess Si, which would act as an extra interface where TLSs could
exist.

4.3.2

Annealing Temperature

In terms of PtSi annealing temperature, a number of values between 200 and 800◦ C
were probed. Generally, the higher the annealing temperature ended up being, the lower
the sheet resistance of the film turned out to be. For annealing temperatures near 800◦ C,
the Qi of the films was significantly reduced. This was attributed to being too close to
the euctectic point of PtSi and was evidenced by relatively large spots of discoloration
across the wafer. Films annealed at too high temperature also caused the Si to bunch up
into islands rather than be distributed uniformly across the wafer. PtSi films annealed
at the other extreme (∼200◦ C) had low TC . This was due to an insufficient energy for
the full diffusion of Pt and Si atoms, leaving inhomogeneous PtSi film. These films also
tended to have unmeasurably low values of Qi .

4.3.3

Annealing Time

The annealing time was also studied. Here, the longer the annealing time, the lower
the sheet resistance of the film. Generally, the annealing time had very little impact on TC
and Qi for wafers annealed for at least ∼20 minutes. The diffusion process seemed very
quick when the wafer is under vacuum and the annealing temperature is high enough.
We also studied the effects of re-annealing chips after the conclusion of the fabrication
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process. This seemed to increase the Qi of the resonators significantly, but the homogeneity of the films was greatly reduced. The cause of this was attributed to selectively
etching the Si on the sidewalls of the resonators faster than the Pt, causing excess Pt
on the sidewalls. The re-anneal would redistribute the Pt atoms away from the sidewalls
and into the bulk of the PtSi films in an uncontrolled way.

4.3.4

Temperature Ramp Rates

The temperature ramp rates for both heating up and cooling down a sample were
also studied. The temperature ramp up rate directly after deposition had little effect
on the final internal quality factor of the MKID resonators. The cooldown rate had a
bigger impact on the TC and Qi . A slow cooldown rate increases the effective annealing
time of the wafer. In addition, various temperature dependent crystal states can form
during a slow cooldown and be frozen into the film when it reaches room temperature.
Generally, the highest quality wafers were allowed to be cooled down on their own with
no temperature ramp while still under vacuum.

4.4

The Importance of Sapphire Substrate Cleaning

The PtSi parameter space exploration led to many important discoveries regarding
the PtSi material system, but many of these findings were insignificant compared to
the importance of sapphire substrate cleaning techniques. The single most influential
parameter for Qi in PtSi films turned out to be an O2 plasma descum of the wafer prior
to deposition. For this process, an aggressive plasma with temperature >350◦ C is used.
The wafer cleaning has raised the Qi of PtSi resonators by about an order of magnitude,
from about 105 for wafers without plasma treatment to about 106 to those with O2
treatment.
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There are other wafer cleaning techniques known to increase the quality factor of
superconducting resonators, but often these techniques take a considerable amount of
time to develop. One possible way to more thoroughly clean the wafer prior to deposition
would be to do a more aggressive wet cleaning, such as through the use of piranha solution.
Other methods involve an in-situ cleaning of the wafer inside the sputter chamber. This
could be done through an ion milling of the substrate surface. Also, the wafer could be
baked out inside the chamber to remove any residual water from the wafer surface after
the cleaning process. Finally, this bakeout could be done in an O2 atmosphere, allowing
for a reconstruction of the Al2 O3 wafer surface. This final method has been shown to
raise the Qi of superconducting resonators in the past [54], and it will be the most likely
path forward for significant improvements in Qi in PtSi resonators.
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Large-Format PtSi MKID Arrays
5.1

Background

After optimizing the PtSi deposition process with the new private-use sputter tool,
the material was chosen for the superconducting resonator layer in large-format MKID
arrays. This was done primarily to replace the TiN resonators, which suffered from
local and large-scale inhomogeneity in TC , severely reducing usable detector yield. As
was discussed in Chapter 4, PtSi resonators showed improved homogeneity over the TiN
films. In addition, the PtSi test mask resonators shared some of the more desirable TiN
qualities, such as a TC of ∼1 K, Qi of >106 , and R∼8 at 808 nm.
In the following section, I will be presenting a paper in preparation detailing the
fabrication and early characterization of large-format MKID arrays for the DARKNESS
and MEC instruments. The work is on-going, and the fabrication process continues to
be optimized for improved array performance. Also, more detailed measurements of the
arrays from the most recent fabrication run are currently underway. The paper is likely
to receive significant changes before final publication.
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Large-Format Platinum Silicide Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors for Optical to NearIR Astronomy

Abstract
We have fabricated and characterized 10,000 and 20,440 pixel MKID arrays for
the Dark-speckle Near-IR Energy-resolved Superconducting Spectrophotometer (DARKNESS) and the MKID Exoplanet Camera (MEC). These instruments are designed to
sit behind an adaptive optics system with the goal of directly imaging exoplanets in a
700–1400 nm band. These MKIDs are designed with a readout band of 4–8 GHz, with
2 MHz spacing between resonators. Previous large optical and near-IR MKID arrays
were fabricated using titanium nitride (TiN) on a silicon substrate. These arrays, however, suffered from severe non-uniformities in the TiN critical temperature. This caused
resonances to shift away from their designed values, lowering usable detector yield. We
have begun fabricating DARKNESS and MEC arrays using platinum silicide (PtSi) on
sapphire. Not only do these arrays have much higher uniformity than the TiN arrays,
resulting in higher pixel yields, they also display improved sensitivity to photons within
the 700-1400 nm band of operation. PtSi MKIDs do not display the hot pixel effects
seen when illuminating TiN on silicon MKIDs with photons shorter than 1 micron. PtSi
MKIDs have also demonstrated better energy resolution than we see in TiN MKIDs of
similar design.
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Introduction

Over the past three decades, Low Temperature Detectors (LTDs) have found a
breadth of new applications in a number of fields, such as Astronomy and beamline
science. These detectors operate by exploiting various superconducting phenomena, and
they can be separated roughly into two groups. The first group consists of thermal detectors, which operate by measuring temperature changes in an absorbing material due
to incident photon power. Transition-edge sensors (TESs [3, 1]) are the most common
detectors in this group. Their principle of operation involves biasing the detectors at the
superconducting transition temperature, an area with a high temperature coefficient of
resistance, resulting in high sensitivity to photon energy and therefore resolving power.
Alternatively, there are more exotic thermal detectors such as metallic magnetic calorimeters (MMCs [11, 12]), which use magnetism to do this temperature measurement.
Athermal, or non-equilibrium, detectors make up the second of these groups of LTDs.
These detectors work by measuring the number of quasiparticles that are generated
when a photon strikes a superconductor and breaks Cooper Pairs. The energy of the
incident photon is proportional to the number of quasiparticles generated, giving these
detectors energy resolution. Examples of athermal LTDs include Superconducting Tunnel
Junctions (STJs [13]) and Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs [20, 21]).
MKIDs are described in considerable detail below.
LTDs have a few chief advantages over more conventional charge-coupled devices
(CCDs). The superconducting bandgap is roughly 104 times smaller than that of silicon,
the material used in CCDs. This allows for the detection of radiation at lower energies
than would be possible with CCDs, making these detectors extremely useful for submillimeter astronomy and the cosmic microwave background (CMB). For photon energies
well above the bandgap, a large number of quasiparticles are created for single photon
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hit events. This allows for high energy resolving power for each incident photon. In
addition, LTD readout schemes can often be designed to bypass read noise, making these
detectors ideal for observing faint sources.
One of the low temperature detector technologies listed above that has been proven
to be particularly useful for ultraviolet, optical, and near-IR (UVOIR) astronomy is
the MKID. MKIDs exploit a superconducting thin film’s large kinetic inductance [22]
to enable highly sensitive photon detection. When a photon hits the superconducting
inductor in a MKID it breaks up a number of Cooper pairs proportional to the energy
of the incident photon. The broken Cooper pairs temporarily generate a number of
quasiparticles, and because there are now less charge carriers in the superconductor, the
inductance is proportionally increased. By devising a scheme to quickly measure this
inductance shift, one can extract the energy of the photon that caused the shift and the
time of arrival of the photon.
MKIDs utilize superconducting LC resonators to measure these temporary increases
in inductance. When a photon strikes the inductor portion of a resonator it raises its
inductance. The resonant frequency of the resonator is analogously decreased, as the LC
√
resonator frequency goes as 1/ LC. In order to read out the resonator it is coupled
capacitively to a microwave transmission line and probe tones are sent through the line
to continuously drive the resonator and monitor any frequency shifts due to photon
absorption events. MKIDs are naturally multiplexed by coupling many resonators to the
same microwave transmission line and using a digital readout system [23]. This readout
sends a comb of probe tones through the transmission line at the resonant frequencies
of all the resonators on that line. The same digital readout system can be used to
simultaneously monitor any photon events on these resonators. We currently read out
two thousand resonators with a single microwave transmission line [24]. The architecture
of the readout electronics make it easier to monitor the phase shift response at the probe
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tone frequencies rather than to track the shifting resonator frequencies. The energy of the
photon is linearly proportional to the change in phase, but begins to become nonlinear
when the phase shift signal approaches half a resonator line width, causing a degradation
of energy resolution for these high photon energies. The sensitivity of the detectors,
defined as the phase shift for a given photon energy, needs to be carefully designed so
that photon energies detected by the instrument stay mainly within the linear regime.
MKIDs have found broad use as power detectors in submillimeter astronomy. Some
examples of submillimeter MKID instruments include the Multicolor Submillimeter Inductance Camera (MUSIC [26]) and more recently the New IRAM KID Array 2 (NIKA2 [29]).
The first astronomical UVOIR MKID instrument, initially fielded at the Palomar 200”
telescope in 2011, was the Array Camera for Optical to Near-IR Spectrophotometry (ARCONS [35]). ARCONS contained a 2024 resonator MKID array with substoichiometric
titanium nitride as the resonator material [36]. The resonators were split between two
coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission lines, and the arrays were read out using eight
Reconfigurable Open Architecture Computing Hardware (ROACH [27]) digital electronic
boards. Resonators were spaced roughly 2 MHz with gaps every 253 resonators to distinguish between resonator groups read out by different ROACH boards. The resonators
were designed to fit in a microwave readout range of 3–6 GHz. The array was optimized
for detection of photons between 380–1150 nm, with a maximum quantum efficiency of
∼17%. The spectral resolution, λ/∆λ, was 8 at 400 nm.
Although ARCONS was a technological breakthrough for UVOIR MKIDs, there were
a number of detector issues that needed to be addressed before the technology could
be used for the next generation of astronomical instrumentation. The main issue was
the non-uniformity in composition in the substoichiometric TiN, which led to resonators
appearing away from their designed resonant frequencies. This caused resonator collisions
in frequency space, rendering many resonators unusable by the read out and lowering the
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overall usable detector yield to ∼70%.
Another significant issue was related to the stability of pixels in the array. When
ARCONS was illuminated with photons below the bandgap of silicon (∼1 µm) pixels
were occasionally observed to exhibit a temporary (timescale of seconds to minutes)
telegraph noise in the phase direction that mimicked incident photons at a very high
count rate [51]. We believe that this was due to free electrons in the silicon substrate
interacting with the electromagnetic field of the resonator. Using a non-semiconducting
substrate like sapphire has been shown to eliminate this effect.

Figure 5.1: DARKNESS (top) and MEC (bottom) arrays after they have been
mounted in their sample boxes and wire bond connections have been made.

Here we present our work in addressing these issues and developing large-format arrays
for two upcoming MKID instruments designed for the direct imaging of exoplanets [40].
The first is the Dark-speckle Near-IR Energy-resolved Superconducting Spectrophotome76
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ter (DARKNESS). This instrument has already been commissioned at Palomar Observatory, but detector improvements continue to be made and arrays can easily be swapped
between observing runs. The second of these instruments is the MKID Exoplanet Camera (MEC), which is planned to be commissioned by the end of 2017 on the Subaru
Telescope. Images of MKID arrays used in the DARKNESS and MEC instruments are
shown in Figure 5.1.

5.2.2

Design

Large-format MKID arrays designed for various instruments share many common
structures. These structures include superconducting LC resonators, transmission lines,
a ground plane, and bond pads. The superconducting resonators act as the photon
detectors. The transmission lines, which are usually made with coplanar waveguides
(CPW) or microstrips, are used to drive and read out resonators and a single ground
plane provides a common ground potential for the array. Superconducting bond pads
are used to connect the transmission lines to the device, and gold bond pads are used to
remove excess heat from the chip to the device box. We typically make our device boxes
out of gold-plated oxygen-free copper.

Superconducting Resonators
The most critical structures in the MKID array design are the superconducting resonators. A superconducting resonator consists of a meandered inductor that acts as the
photosensor and an interdigitated capacitor with legs of variable lengths to adjust the
frequency. There are a number of design constraints that limit the choice of material
and geometry of the resonators, and a summary of important resonator parameters is
shown in Table 5.1. The critical temperature (TC ) should be kept as low as possible in
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Table 5.1: DARKNESS and MEC Resonator Design Parameters

Common Material Properties
Resonator Material
Superconducting Critical Temperature
Film Thickness
Surface Inductance

PtSi
900 mK
50 nm
10.5 pH/

Other Design Parameters
Inductor Width × Height
Average Inductor Leg Width
Inductor Slot Width
Interdigitated Capacitor Width × Height
Interdigitated Capacitor Leg Width
Interdigitated Capacitor Slot Width
Frequency Band
Average Coupling Quality Factor

DARKNESS
47 µm × 32 µm
1.7 µm
0.3 µm
121 µm × 92 µm
1 µm
1 µm
4.0 – 8.2 GHz
30,000

MEC
47 µm × 35 µm
1.7 µm
0.5 µm
125 µm × 92 µm
1 µm
1 µm
3.8 – 8.0 GHz
30,000

order to maximize the sensitivity of the detectors and reduce background noise level. The
operating temperature of the refrigerator, however, also provides a lower limit on the TC .
Our current adiabatic demagnetization refrigerators (ADRs) are required to hold their
temperature for an entire night of astronomical observations, limiting the operating temperature to ∼100 mK. We have found that the resonator performance saturates around
operating temperatures of TC /8, requiring us to choose materials with a TC at or above
800 mK. Superconducting films with a TC between 0.8–1 K are ideal for astronomical
UVOIR MKID instruments based on ADRs.
Another important resonator parameter is the internal quality factor (Qi ). This is
essentially a measure of the any losses in the superconducting resonator. Qi values of good
resonators are typically > 105 , but values of over 106 have been produced in TiN [36].
High values of Qi appear to be correlated with better resonator performance due to higher
maximum readout power and lower noise levels, which yield improved energy resolution.
Another source of power loss in the resonator is due to the coupling of the resonator to
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the CPW transmission. This is measured through the coupling quality factor (Qc ), which
is typically engineered to have a value of ∼30,000. The total resonator quality factor (Qr )
goes as (1/Qi + 1/Qc )−1 , so when Qi is very high, Qr ≈Qc . The detector sensitivity is
tuned assuming this condition, so having high Qi on the majority of resonators is also
important for sensitivity uniformity across the array.
The surface inductance of the superconducting film and inductor geometry also play
an important role in designing the resonators. The fractional change in broken Cooper
Pairs for a given photon energy scales with the total inductor volume, so this quantity
needs to be carefully engineered to provide the optimal sensitivity for detecting photons
within the energy band of interest. For a given resonator design this quantity can only
be changed in fabrication through the thickness of the superconducting film, which is
roughly inversely proportional to the surface inductance for thin films. We generally
design the inductor volume and sheet impedance first, which sets the total amount of
inductance within the resonator. The capacitance can then be designed to place the
resonator at a desired frequency. The DARKNESS and MEC arrays are optimized to
detect photons within the 700–1400 nm wavelength band. The inductor volume is tuned
so that the most energetic photons in this wavelength span produce roughly 120◦ phase
pulses, which is near the onset of nonlinearity.
For the DARKNESS and MEC arrays in this work we have decided to replace the
TiN films that were used in the ARCONS arrays with platinum silicide. This material
has many of the desired quantities listed above, such as a TC of 900 mK and quality
factors of up to 106 , as was seen with single layer test devices [47]. This material also
shows roughly an order of magnitude better uniformity than TiN, allowing for much
more precise resonator frequency placement (designed for 2 MHz spacing) and therefore
a higher usable detector yield. PtSi also has a higher quantum efficiency than TiN at
the wavelengths of observation of DARKNESS and MEC. In making the switch from
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PtSi to TiN, we also switched from using a silicon substrate to one made of sapphire.
Although this was mainly done to get around a film growth issue that was lowering
the Qi of the PtSi films, the change was also expected to reduce hot pixel behavior
due to the decreased number of long-lived free electrons in the semiconducting silicon
substrate. It should also be noted that submillimeter MKID arrays could get around the
uniformity issue by using aluminum [62], but this material is too reflective at UVOIR
wavelengths and would severely lower quantum efficiency. Al also has a relatively low
kinetic inductance fraction, which would reduce detector sensitivity.

Transmission Lines, Ground Plane, and Coupling Bars
The next set of structures that that are important for driving the resonators are the
transmission lines, the ground plane, and the coupling bars. In our current large-format
array design, these structures are all made out of superconducting niobium with a TC of
∼9 K and surface inductance of ∼0.1 pH/. The transmission lines take a fairly standard
CPW design, with a width of 7.5 µm and slot size of 1.5 µm. This is done to ensure that
the CPW lines are closely impedance matched to 50 Ω across the microwave bandwidth
used by the readout. These transmission lines wind across the array multiple times in
order to couple power to each individual resonator. This causes the neighboring ground
planes to become electrically disconnected at RF frequencies. In order to combine these
various sections and form one cohesive ground plane, crossovers need to be incorporated
into the fabrication process, as is discussed in Sections 5.2.3.B–D.
The coupling bars (capacitors) are used to couple power between the transmission
lines and the resonators. These appear beneath the capacitor portion of each resonator
and also require crossovers to go over the ground plane and reach the resonator from the
transmission line. The lengths of these coupling bars are adjusted to the frequencies of the
resonators to which they are coupling power. This is done to adjust the coupling strength
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to the individual resonators and keep the QC at 30,000. This keeps the sensitivity and
power handling more constant across the array.

Bond Pads
The final relevant structures in the large-format MKID array design are the bond pads.
First, there are Nb bond pads at the ends of the Nb CPW transmission lines. These are
a few hundred microns in length and width, and the slot size between the bond pads
and the ground plane is increased to match the width to slot size ratio elsewhere in the
transmission line. This allows for straightforward aluminum wire bonding to these bond
pads while keeping the transmission line matched as closely to 50 Ω as possible. Wire
bonds lengths are kept to a minimum to reduce reflections. There is also a set of gold
bond pads covering the perimeter of the array. These are used to make gold bond wire
connections from the box to the chip to remove heat from the array. Gold wire bonds
only adhere to other gold surfaces, which is why gold necessary for these particular bond
pads.

DARKNESS and MEC Design Variations
The DARKNESS and MEC arrays have very similar designs with the major difference
being that the MEC array contain roughly twice the number of pixels of the DARKNESS
array. The DARKNESS array has a total of 10,000 (125×80) pixels across 5 CPW
transmission lines. Each transmission line drives a subarray of 2,000 (25×80) pixels
that is read out using 2 ROACH2 digital electronics boards. These boards are the
second version of the boards used for the ARCONS array and have improved bandwidth
and resources [24]. A total of 10 ROACH2 boards are required to read out the entire
DARKNESS array. The MEC array is designed for a total of 20,440 (140×146) pixels.
These pixels are separated into 10 transmission lines and a total of 20 ROACH2 boards
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are required to read out the entirety of the array. Each transmission line drives 2,044
(14×146) resonators in this case.
The MEC array also has some additional design improvements over the DARKNESS
array. One particular improvement is increasing the spacing and varying the distance of
the crossovers connecting various segments of the ground plane by arbitrary amounts.
This was done to reduce the impact of standing waves in the CPW line and improve
the transmission through the line. The inductors of the MEC array also have gaps of
500 nm rather than the 300 nm that were used in the DARKNESS design. The larger
gaps ensured that the inductors would be etched completely during the final fabrication
step without over-etching into other areas of the resonator. This was expected to reduce
variations in frequency in the resonators and potentially raise Qi . Additionally, the MEC
fabrication mask included gaps around the coupling bars. This was done to re-etch the
coupling bars in one of the final fabrication steps and ensure exact spacing between the
coupling bar and the resonator and ground plane, giving better control of the QC . It
also was done to eliminate any possible shorts between the coupling bars and the ground
plane to increase feedline yield.
Finally, the MEC array resonator frequency simulations were redone to improve the
precision of the 2 MHz resonator spacing across the 4 GHz bandwidth of the array. For the
DARKNESS array, 15 resonators with different capacitor leg lengths were simulated, and
the resulting resonant frequency versus leg length curve was fit to a 6th order polynomial.
This fit was used to map resonant frequency to capacitor leg length for the final array
design. During the MEC array design process, it became clear that 15 simulations did not
adequately sample the leg shrink versus frequency curve, especially with the increased
placement accuracy offered by the more uniform PtSi. To remedy this, a new set of
simulations with 185 different capacitor leg lengths was used. A finer meshing setting
was also used to improve simulation accuracy. Mapping leg length to resonant frequency
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was done by linearly interpolating between these simulations. All simulations were done
using Sonnet. The results of the new simulations are shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Resonators were simulated at 185 different capacitor leg lengths. The
resulting frequency versus leg length curve was fit to a sixth order polynomial; the
residuals of this fit as a function of frequency are shown in the plot above. A similar
fit (with 15 simulations, shown approximately by the green points) was used to place
frequencies on the DARKNESS array, resulting in errors of up to 15 MHz. In addition
to the large scale sinusoidal feature not captured by the fit, most of the old simulations
were done for total capacitor leg lengths where each leg was either fully extended or
fully contracted (legs are varied one at a time to achieve a desired total leg length). The
variation in the frequency versus leg length curve as an individual leg is grown/shrunk
was not accounted for - these are the humps between the green points. For the MEC
array design, capacitor leg length was mapped to frequency by interpolating between
fine simulations (blue points).
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Fabrication

The fabrication of the large-format PtSi MKID arrays in this work can be divided
into six steps corresponding to the six lithographic layers in the design. MKID arrays of
various sizes can be fabricated using identical processing steps, with the main difference
being the photolithographic mask used to define the structures on the array. The fabrication of individual layers is described in detail below. Fabrication cross-sections are
shown in Figure 5.3. Microscope images taken at each layer of the fabrication of a 10,000
pixel DARKNESS array are shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: Fabrication cross-sections. A. Box outlines etch. B. Transmission lines
and ground plane lift-off. C. Dielectric pads lift-off. D. Crossovers lift-off. E. Gold
bond pads lift-off. F. Resonators etch.
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Figure 5.4: D3 microscope images at the end of each step. A. Box outlines etch. B.
Transmission lines and ground plane lift-off. C. Dielectric pads lift-off. D. Crossovers
lift-off. E. Gold bond pads lift-off. F. Resonators etch.
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Box Outlines Etch
The first step in the large-format MKID array fabrication process is the deposition of
the superconducting material that will be used for the sensor layer. To begin, a c-plane
single crystal sapphire wafer is solvent cleaned and aggressively oxygen plasma cleaned
using a Gasonics Aura 2000 plasma asher. In the current design, a ∼50 nm PtSi film is
deposited on the sapphire substrate. The deposition is done in an AJA sputter system
with a cryogenic pump, enabling the main chamber to reach a base pressures in the upper
10−10 Torr. A detailed description of the sputtered PtSi films used to make high internal
quality factor MKIDs is given by Szypryt et al. 2016 [47]. In the case of large-format
arrays a 100 nm tungsten film is deposited directly on top of the PtSi film in the same
sputter system without breaking vacuum between the two depositions. This W film is
used to protect the sensitive PtSi film from contamination and other fabrication issues
until the final step.
After deposition, a dual layer of anti-reflective (AR) coating and positive deep UV
photoresist is spun onto the PtSi film. A box outline layer is defined in the photoresist
using an ASML 5500 deep UV stepper capable of performing 150 nm lithography. This
deep UV stepper is used in all subsequent photolithography steps. AZ 300 MIF is used
for development. After lithography and development, the PtSi+W film is etched using a
Panasonic E640 inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etcher. First, the W is etched using
SF6. Next, the PtSi is etched using a chemistry of 60% Ar, 20% CF4 , and 20% Cl2 . The
remaining photoresist is removed with solvents and a moderate oxygen plasma.
The end result of this layer is shown in the microscope image in Figure 5.4.A. This
step leaves boxes of PtSi in the areas that will ultimately contain the resonators. The
areas that gets etched away will be used for the transmission line, ground plane, coupling
bars, and bond pads, as described below.
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Transmission Lines and Ground Plane Lift-off
The second layer in the fabrication process involves defining the coplanar waveguide
transmission lines and ground plane segments in the areas where the PtSi got etched away
in the previous step. To begin this step, a dual liftoff layer and positive photoresist are
spun onto the wafer. The resist is exposed with the stepper and developed. To prevent
liftoff artifacts, the wafer is run through a gentle oxygen plasma cleaning directly before
the deposition.
Next, 90 nm of niobium is deposited using the same sputter system that was used
for the PtSi deposition. The Nb is lifted off using n-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) and the
wafer is cleaned for the next layer using solvents and a moderate oxygen plasma. At the
completion of this layer, the Nb transmission lines and segments of ground plane will
be defined on the wafer between boxes of PtSi, as shown in Figure 5.4.B. The next two
layers are done to connect the various segments of these ground planes without shorting
the transmission lines and to define capacitor structures that couple power from the
transmission line to the detectors.

Dielectric Pads Lift-off
In the third fabrication layer, dielectric material is deposited and patterned to form
insulating pads to facilitate superconducting crossovers. Figure 5.4.C shows how these
dielectric pads look on a DARKNESS device before the deposition of the crossovers. In
this step, photoresist is spun onto the wafer and once again patterned using the stepper.
A 180 nm SiO2 film is deposited onto the wafer by reactively sputtering from a Si target
in an O2 atmosphere. To do this, a different AJA sputter system with oxygen access,
but higher base pressure, is used. The SiO2 is lifted off using NMP and the wafer is once
again cleaned to prepare it for the crossover layer.
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More recently, amorphous silicon (a-Si) has been used in place of SiO2 for this dielectric layer due to its low expected loss tangent [66, 67]. Here, a 180 nm thick a-Si film is
deposited onto the wafer with plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) in
a SiH4 and Ar atmosphere. This is done with a UNAXIS VLR system, which performs
the PECVD at higher gas densities than traditional PECVD systems. This results in a
dense, high quality film with especially low dielectric loss tangent.

Crossovers Lift-off
The next layer in the fabrication process is the deposition and patterning of niobium
strips over the dielectric pads deposited in the previous layer. This is done to connect
various segments of the ground plane over the transmission lines in order to create a
single, contiguous ground plane. In addition, niobium bars are patterned below the
capacitors of each resonator and are connected to the transmission line with a different
set of crossovers. These bars are used to couple power from the transmission line to the
resonators.
This layer is once again started with spinning and patterning of photoresist using the
DUV stepper. Niobium is sputtered onto the wafer with the same conditions as were used
for the ground plane deposition in the second layer, but the deposition is done longer to
produce a 300 nm film. The increased thickness of this film is necessary to avoid step
coverage issues at locations where the niobium slopes over the dielectric pads. After
deposition, the niobium is lifted off in NMP and cleaned, defining the structures shown
in Figure 5.4.D.

Gold Bond Pads Lift-off
In the final lift-off layer, gold is deposited and patterned into bond pads around the
perimeter of the MKID array. Gold bond pads are necessary for thermally connecting
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the array to the box via gold wire bonds, allowing heat to escape the chip. The gold
bond pads from the corner of a DARKNESS array are shown in Figure 5.4.E.
A Temescal VES-2550 e-beam evaporator is used for the deposition. First, a 5 nm Ti
layer is deposited as an adhesion promoter. Next, 200 nm of gold is deposited on top of
the thin Ti layer. The Ti/Au stack is lifted off using NMP, and the wafer is cleaned in
solvents and a moderate oxygen plasma in preparation for the next layer.

Resonators Etch
The last step involves patterning and etching the PtSi outlines into LC resonators. It
also includes the removal of the sacrificial W layer that was deposited over the PtSi film
at the start of the process. To begin, the wafer is once again patterned using the DUV
stepper. The PtSi and W films are etched into resonators with the same etch chemistries
that were used in the first layer. The PtSi in this layer is slightly over-etched in order
to ensure complete etching in the small inductor gaps (300 nm gaps in the DARKNESS
design). After etching, solvents and a moderate oxygen descum are used to remove the
remaining photoresist.
Next, the wafer is prepared for dicing by spinning on a resist layer that protects
the structures from impacts and contaminants. The wafer is diced using ADT 7100
dicing saw. After dicing, individual devices are solvent cleaned to remove the protective
resist. Finally, the W is removed using H2 O2 heated at 50◦ C. H2 O2 was used because
it selectively etches the W and has little to no affect on the other materials used in the
process. Figure 5.4.F shows the result of this final etch and W removal process. This
completes the fabrication process and at this point the devices can be mounted into boxes
and wire bonded. A section of a completed DARKNESS array is shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Microscope image of DARKNESS array at the end of fabrication.

5.2.4

Characterization

Upon completion of the fabrication process, a diced array is mounted in a goldcoated copper box using a set of clamps. At the base of this box, dark black Aktar tape
is used to prevent reflections of photons that pass through the sensor layer and substrate.
Superconducting aluminum wire bonds are used to connect the microwave transmission
lines on the chip to those on the box. Gold wire bonds are added to thermally anchor
the chip to the box and low temperature device stage. In order to cool the MKID arrays,
a Bluefors dilution refrigerator with a base temperature of around 10 mK was used. For
the majority of the measurements in this study, the temperature of the device stage was
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controlled at 100 mK. The results of these measurements are described below.

Material Parameters
The TC of the PtSi sensor layer was found by performing a DC resistance measuring
during a fridge cooldown. Because the etched resonators are too small to wire up for
a TC test, an unused area of PtSi at the side of the wafer is used. The average TC
of the PtSi films was 930 mK, with slight variations from wafer to wafer. Overall, the
spatial homogeneity in TC was very good and similar to that seen in the single layer test
devices [47].
The sheet inductance, LS , of the PtSi films was determined by measuring the average
shift in frequency and backing it out from the simulated frequency and LS values. This
was done using the proportionality relation, LS,m = LS,s × f0,m /f0,s , where the m and s
denote the measured and simulated values. Resonant frequencies are found by looking
at complex transmission magnitude peaks with a vector network analyzer (VNA). The
measured values of LS in more recent wafers were fairly close to the design value of
10.5 pH/, with little to no average shift in frequency. This is due to the iterative
manner in which the wafer LS is tuned toward the correct value, with small changes in
film thickness applied between successive wafers until the inductance is matched.
The W protect layer added an additional variable in tuning the TC . We found that
the addition of the protect layer tended to increase the sheet inductance of the final
PtSi layer, even after the W was removed with H2 O2 . This may be attributed to a
roughening of the PtSi surface caused by the W removal process. The PtSi film thickness
was increased to make up for this effect.
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Resonator Quality Factors
The next set of parameters, Qi and Qc , are calculated by sweeping the frequency
space near a resonance and taking in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) data with a VNA.
Each resonator shows up as a loop on the I-Q plane, and this loop can be fit to a resonator
model via the procedure given in Jiansong Gao’s PhD thesis [46]. The Qi and Qc can be
extracted from the fitted parameters.
The median Qi of the best DARKNESS arrays was about 81,000. Figure 5.6 shows a
histogram of Qi values and a plot of the Qi values versus frequency for this DARKNESS
device. The best MEC arrays had improved Qi , with median values of about 107,000.
Figure 5.7 shows an analogous plot for the MEC array.

Figure 5.6: (Left) Histogram of Qi values for the best performing DARKNESS device,
split between the lower and upper halves of the total frequency space. (Right) Plot
of Qi versus frequency for the same device.

In terms of Qc , the average value was 28,000 in the above DARKNESS array and
33,000 in the MEC array. These are both in fairly good agreement with the simulated Qc
of 30,000. Small deviations in Qc such as these are typically not an issue as the readout
can vary the amount of power supplied to individual resonators, making detector response
more uniform.
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Figure 5.7: (Left) Histogram of Qi values for the most recent MEC device, split
between the lower and upper halves of the total frequency space. (Right) Plot of Qi
versus frequency for the same device.

Energy Resolution
The energy resolution is measured using an analog readout system. Here, three sharp
laser lines of known wavelength are shined on the array. A histogram of phase shifts
is measured, allowing us to correlate phase shifts to energy (or wavelength) across the
wavelength band of the instrument. The histogram is fit to a model of Gaussian peaks,
and the widths of the Gaussian peaks are extracted from the model fits. With proper
normalization, the width of this Gaussian is proportional to the spread in detected energy.
The spectral resolution, R = λ/∆λ, can then be calculated using this spread.
DARKNESS and MEC had fairly similar performance in terms of energy resolution.
Both had an energy resolution of about 8 at 808 nm, with a declining energy resolution
toward higher wavelengths. Figure 5.8 shows a histogram of photon wavelengths (already
calibrated from phase shift) for a typical resonator in a large-format PtSi MKID array.
The energy resolution at each laser peak is also included in the figure.
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Figure 5.8: Histogram of photon wavelengths measured using three laser peaks at
1310, 980, and 808 nm. The energy resolution in the area of these three peaks was
5.8, 6.3, and 8.1, respectively.

Yield
The yield is measured as the number of unique resonances that can be read out
using the room temperature electronics. Resonators are considered overlapping if they
are within 500 kHz of another resonator, and these are subtracted from the usable pixel
count. The pixel yield is measured on a feedline by feedline basis and is taken as the
fraction of good pixels out of the number of total pixels designed on the feedline.
The first DARKNESS arrays had pixel yields of only about 50%. This was attributed
to the rolloff of Qi at higher frequencies, making those resonators difficult to detect in
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the readout. This number also reflects pixels that were removed due having low levels
of photosensitivity. In the more recent MEC arrays with overall higher values of Qi , the
pixel yield is approaching 90%, after subtracting overlapping resonators. It should be
noted that precise photosensitivity measurements for resonators on these arrays still need
to be done, and this pixel count may be reduced.

5.2.5

Discussion

One of the most striking factors in these large-format PtSi arrays is the relatively low
values of Qi . The best values of Qi in these arrays were measured in the recent MEC
arrays and had values of around 105 . In single layer PtSi test resonators, however, the
measured Qi values were on order 106 . The difference was attributed to the added complexity of the large-format array process, but it was difficult to pinpoint the fabrication
step(s) that was degrading Qi .
One of the first methods used to improve Qi was to add a layer over the PtSi film to
protect it through the subsequent fabrication steps and then remove the protect layer as
the very last step. For this method, tungsten was chosen as the protect layer because it
could be deposited in-situ after the PtSi, preventing any possible oxidation or contamination of the PtSi surface. The W could also be selectively removed using heated H2 O2
with minimal etching of the other materials used in the process. The addition of the W
layer raised the Qi of the resonators by a factor of about two, but this was still too low,
causing losses in energy resolution and pixel yield, especially at high frequencies.
The final resonator etching was also examined as a possible source of Qi degradation.
In the DARKNESS design, the inductor slots were only 300 nm wide, causing them to be
etched more slowly than other areas of the resonator. To ensure a complete etching, the
total etching time was increased, but this also caused a slight over-etch into the sapphire
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in the area of the capacitor legs. The outcome was an increase in Qi to the levels seen in
the best DARKNESS array (∼80,000). To further ensure a complete etching in the MEC
design, the inductor slot widths were increased to 500 nm. As was mentioned earlier, the
Qi in the most recent MEC arrays was ∼110,000, a considerable improvement from the
best DARKNESS arrays. The Qi is still far lower than the values observed in the single
layer test mask and other sources of degradation are being explored.
The performance of the feedline and crossovers was also investigated. As can be seen
in Figure 5.6, there were significant dips in Qi near 4 and 5.5 GHz. This was attributed
to possible transmission line or box standing wave modes not necessarily related to the
quality of the resonators. For this reason, high loss microwave absorbers were added to the
perimeter of the box to prevent any possible box modes. This did not have any significant
effect on the Qi of the resonators. In the MEC design, the feedline crossovers connecting
the ground plane segments were spaced apart by an arbitrary amount rather than the
fixed 150 µm spacing used in the DARKNESS design. This seemed to significantly
reduce standing waves in the transmission line, and the MEC devices did not have these
frequency dependent dips in Qi , as can be seen in Figure 5.7. Different dielectric materials
with varying loss tangents underneath the crossovers were also tested. There were no
significant variations in the overall transmission between using SiO2 and amorphous
silicon. Amorphous silicon was kept as the dielectric material for more recent wafers due
to ease of fabrication.
In the most recent devices with Qi > 100, 000, the energy resolution seems to saturate
at R∼8 at 808 nm. At this level, the Qi does not seem to be the limiting factor for
R, indicating the Qi is getting near the level needed for saturated array performance.
Currently, the main factors limiting the energy resolution are amplifier noise and twolevel system noise [53]. These factors require a more significant development effort that
is beyond the scope of this work.
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Conclusion

We have fabricated large-format PtSi MKID arrays for the 10,000 pixel DARKNESS
instrument and the 20,440 pixel MEC instrument. These resonators on these arrays have
measured internal quality factors of up to around 105 and energy resolutions of 8 at
808 nm. The most recent arrays have pixel yields of up to around 90%, but additional
testing needs to be done to confirm these numbers. Future work will go toward further
increasing the internal quality factors of resonators through a more systematic, layerby-layer testing procedure. Increases in the internal quality factor will lead to much
improved pixel yield and slight improvements in energy resolution. These arrays have
already been proven on the sky with the DARKNESS array at Palomar Observatory,
and future observations with the improved MEC array at the Subaru Telescope will
demonstrate the strengths of optical MKIDs for the direct imaging of exoplanets.
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Applications in Astronomy
6.1

Background

Optical MKIDs have a variety of applications, most of which are in the field of astronomy. ARCONS was one of the first MKID instruments, and it was the first at any
wavelength to produce scientific results from astronomical observations. Although ARCONS was a general purpose, seeing limited, low resolution instrument, it excelled at
observing faint targets in which precise timing information and low-to-medium resolution
spectroscopy are important. In particular, ARCONS was scientifically most productive
at the observations of faint pulsars with rotation periods as low as a few milliseconds
[37, 38] and compact objects with orbital periods as low as 10s of minutes [39]. ARCONS
also observed a number of other types of objects, including supernovae and exoplanet
transits.
MKIDs have a few chief advantages over the more traditional CCDs used in optical
astronomy. As mentioned earlier, because MKIDs absorb photons directly in a superconductor with a much lower bandgap energy that that of silicon, MKIDs can detect
lower energy photons. Also, CCDs typically cannot deal with ultraviolet photon energies
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or higher due to multiple electrons being promoted to the conduction band. Combined,
these two effects give optical MKID cameras a far superior dynamic range as compared
to CCDs, as shown by ARCONS’s 380–1150 nm wavelength range. In addition, the way
MKIDs are read out prevents the sort of read noise and dark current behavior seen in
CCDs. Finally, MKIDs are single photon counting detectors, reducing the amount of
observing time needed to get to a certain SNR compared with integrated detectors such
as CCDs. This also removes the requirement of CCDs to set an exposure time prior to
observation.

6.2

MKID Data Reduction Pipeline

Because optical MKID data is very different than that produced from a CCD, an
entirely new MKID data reduction pipeline had to be written from scratch [51]. The
pipeline included modules for cosmic ray cleaning, bad pixel detection, wavelength calibration, flatfield calibration and other routines. Cosmic ray cleaning would essentially
mask out photon events that occurred at multiple pixels simultaneously. The bad pixel
detection module would check the array for dead pixels or those that were mostly notphotosensitive and eliminate them from the analysis. In addition, it would correct pixels
that would temporarily display hot pixel behavior by comparing them to neighboring pixels. The wavelength calibration would calculate the phase shift response for individual
resonators based off of a laser calibration system with precisely known energies. Finally,
the flatfield correction would normalize the photometric response of the resonators based
on observations of a background source expected to be flat in count rate.
As an example of the capabilities of ARCONS and the MKID data reduction pipeline,
I will be presenting a paper detailing observations and analysis of AM CVn object SDSS
J0926+3624 in the following section. This was based off of observations done at the Hale
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200” Telescope at Palomar Observatory in December 2012. The object was analyzed
using an early version of the data reduction pipeline, and many of the pipeline’s more
sophisticated features were still under development at the time.

6.3

Direct Detection of SDSS J0926+3624 Orbital
Expansion with ARCONS

Abstract
AM Canum Venaticorum (AM CVn) stars belong to a class of ultra-compact, short
period binaries with spectra dominated largely by helium. SDSS J0926+3624 is of particular interest as it is the first observed eclipsing AM CVn system. We observed SDSS
J0926+3624 with the Array Camera for Optical to Near-IR Spectrophotometry (ARCONS) at the Palomar 200” telescope. ARCONS uses a relatively new type of energyresolved photon counters called Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs). ARCONS, sensitive to radiation from 380 to 1150 nm, has a time resolution of several microseconds and can measure the energy of a photon to ∼10%. We present the light
curves for these observations and examine changes in orbital period from prior observations. Using a quadratic ephemeris model, we measure a period rate of change
Ṗ = (3.07 ± 0.56) × 10−13 . In addition, we use the high timing resolution of ARCONS
to examine the system’s high frequency variations and search for possible quasi-periodic
oscillations (QPOs). Finally, we use the instrument’s spectral resolution to examine the
light curves in various wavelength bands. We do not find any high frequency QPOs or
significant spectral variability throughout an eclipse.
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Introduction

The AM Canum Venaticorum (AM CVn) stars define a class of short-period binary
stars with spectra dominated largely by helium. They consist of a white dwarf primary
accreting helium-rich matter from a less massive secondary, typically through an accretion
disk. They appear as variable, faint blue stars. The earliest review of AM CVn systems
is given by Ref. [68]. More recent reviews are given by Ref. [69], [70], and [71].
AM CVn systems are believed to start as detached binaries. After one or more
common envelope events, they are brought closer together due to gravitational wave
driven angular momentum loss[72]. At this point, Roche-lobe overflow (RLOF) may lead
to the formation of an AM CVn star. If gravitational wave radiation is the dominant
phenomenon in the AM CVn evolution, the orbital period of the binary will decrease. On
the other hand, if mass transfer due to RLOF dominates the evolution, the period will hit
a minimum before beginning to increase [71]. Due to their short periods, AM CVn stars
are predicted to be some of the strongest sources of gravitational wave radiation. For this
reason, AM CVn stars will be among the first objects studied by proposed gravitational
wave missions such as LISA [73].
There are three possible scenarios for the formation of an AM CVn system, each
of which contains an accreting white dwarf primary and a helium-rich donor. The first
scenario involves a double white dwarf system which loses angular momentum due to
gravitational wave radiation, decreasing the orbital period. When the orbit becomes
close enough, the lower mass, helium-rich donor white dwarf begins to transfer mass
through stable RLOF, causing the period to increase. The mass transfer rate drops at
this stage [74]. In the second case, the donor star is a low-mass non-degenerate helium
star. Much like in the white dwarf donor channel, after the period passes through a
minimum, it begins to increase while the mass transfer rate decreases [75]. In the third
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and least likely case, the system forms as a regular cataclysmic variable (CV) with a highly
evolved secondary star. After the secondary star transfers away much of its hydrogen
to reveal its helium core, it follows a path similar to the non-degenerate helium star
channel [76].
The prototype AM CVn star was initially discovered as a blue star by Ref. [77].
AM CVn was later found to be variable on very low levels by Ref. [78]. Soon after,
Ref. [74] explained this system as a binary whose evolutionary physics is determined by
gravitational wave radiation and saw this as a testing ground for general relativity. Since
then, 36 new AM CVn systems have been found. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
and the Palomar Transient Factor (PTF) found the majority of these systems (see Table
6.1 in Ref. [79]).
A particularly interesting system, SDSS J0926+3624, was discovered by Ref. [80]. It
was the first eclipsing AM CVn system discovered, and only recently has a second partially eclipsing AM CVn system (PTF1 J1919+4815) been found [79]. SDSS J0926+3624
has an orbital period of 28.3 minutes, deep eclipses lasting ∼1.3 minutes, and a mean
g’-band magnitude of ∼19. The magnitude is quite variable throughout the orbit due
to superhumping, a phenomenon that is observed in the majority of AM CVn stars [71].
Superhumping is due to the large mass ratios causing tidal stress asymmetries. These
asymmetries deform the originally circular disk into a precessing elliptical disk [81, 68].
The eclipsing nature of SDSS J0926+3624 is especially important in that it provides
precise timing information. The eclipse timing information from observations spanning
just a few years can be used to determine a period change caused by mass transfer
and gravitational wave radiation. This can be used as a probe to study the physics of
gravitational waves and check predictions of general relativity [71].
In 2012 we observed SDSS J0926+3624 with the Array Camera for Optical to NearIR Spectrophotometry (ARCONS; see Ref. [82, 35]). The goal of these observations was
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to add to the 2006 and 2009 observations performed by Ref. [83, 84] and to use this
large timespan of data to measure the orbital period change, Ṗ . The use of ARCONS to
make these observations also allowed us to probe new regions of parameter space. Using
the microsecond time resolution of ARCONS, we searched for quasi-periodic oscillations
(QPOs) in much higher frequency space than had previously been possible. QPOs have
been observed in other variable sources such as CVs and X-ray binaries [85]. Finally,
we used the instrument’s photon energy resolution to examine the light curves of SDSS
J0926+3624 in multiple bands from blue to infrared.

6.3.2

Instrument

ARCONS uses a new superconducting technology called Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs; see Ref. [20, 48]). MKIDS are nearly ideal photon sensors,
capable of measuring the energy of a photon to within a few percent and the arrival
time to a microsecond. There is no read noise or dark current. The array used during
this particular observing run contains a total of 2024 (44x46) pixels. The plate scale is
0.45 arcseconds/pixel, making the field of view roughly 20x20 arcseconds. ARCONS is
sensitive to photons in the 380-1150 nm range and has an energy resolution E/δE = 8
at 400 nm.

6.3.3

Data

SDSS J0926+3624 was observed at the Palomar 200” telescope over the course of
three nights in December, 2012. Observations took place on the nights of December 8,
10, and 11. Seeing stayed between 1 –1.5” throughout the three nights of observation.
The count rates began to rise toward the end of each night of observations due to the
onset of twilight. A summarized log of the observations is shown in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Observation Log

Night
Dec. 8, 2012
Dec. 10, 2012
Dec. 11, 2012

UTC
Start End
12:11 13:28
07:44 09:01
12:02 13:23
11:27 13:33

Eclipses
observed
3
2
3
5

Comments
Seeing
Seeing
Seeing
Seeing

∼1.5”, short break for calibration
1 – 1.5”, poor focus, data omitted
∼1.5”, poor conditions
1 – 1.5”, thin high clouds

Guiding was done using an SBIG STF-8300M CCD Camera, which has a field of
view of ∼1.5 arcminutes. A guide star was tracked by using the camera in 3x3 binning
mode with exposure times of 10-15 seconds, depending on observing conditions. Due
to technical constraints on the cryogenic system, the instrument was mounted at Coudé
focus. The resulting field rotation was taken into account in the guiding software.
After the observational data was read out, it was stored in HDF1 files. From there,
it was pushed through the ARCONS data reduction pipeline, as detailed in Ref. [35].
The pipeline steps used included dead pixel masking, cosmic ray cleaning, wavelength
calibration and flatfield calibration.
Once the data went through these reduction steps, the photons were binned by wavelength and summed over a desired integration time. ARCONS continuously detects
individual photons, eliminating the need for a traditional exposure time as in a CCD
and allowing us to choose integration times during data processing that best fit the application. After the initial reduction, a circular two-dimensional Gaussian point spread
function (PSF) was fit to each image, and the baseline of the fit was subtracted off, corresponding to removing the background sky level. The amplitude and width were used to
find the flux from the object. The light curves from all three nights of observation using
a 10s integration time are shown in Figure 6.1. In order to maximize the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), only photons with wavelengths between 4000-5500 Å were used.
1
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Figure 6.1: The light curves of SDSS J0926+3624 from December 8, 10, and 11. The
integration time is set to 10s and only photons within the 4000-5500 Å range are used.
The zero point in time marks the beginning of an observation during a particular night.
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After the image stacks were created, we used the timing and PSF fit flux information
from the light curves to perform phase dispersion minimization (PDM; see Ref. [86]).
The results are shown in Figure 6.2. PDM was used over standard fast fourier transform
(FFT) techniques due to the nonsinusoidal nature of our light curves on the observed
timescale. Again, an integration time of 10s was used, and the selected photons were in
the 4000-5500 Å range. In each night, the dip corresponding to the eclipse frequency of
∼50.9 cycles per day was clearly visible. The superhump frequency, which is expected
to be slightly lower than the eclipse frequency [68], could not be distinguished from the
eclipse frequency. The fact that our data did not reveal clear superhumping behavior
could be due to a vertical extension of the bright spot [84]. Observing conditions were
substantially worse on December 10 and 11, and this data was not used in our higher
frequency analysis.

6.3.4

Results

Light Curve Analysis
The primary focus of our light curve analysis was to precisely determine the timings
of eclipses. With this we could use data from prior observations made by Ref. [84] to
better constrain the ephemeris. We started with the light curves shown in Figure 6.1,
except we used an integration time of 3 seconds for the better quality December 8 data
in order to calculate the eclipse timing more precisely. As the observing conditions were
worse on December 10 and 11, it was more difficult to perform PSF fitting photometry
and a 10 second integration time was required.
We fit the light curves to a model containing only the white dwarf eclipse using
Levenberg-Marquardt minimization. This is a reasonable model as the bright spot component is completely distinct in time from the white dwarf component, and it varies from
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Figure 6.2: Phase dispersion minimization results for the December 8, 10, and 11 data.
The dashed line marks the measured eclipse frequency of ∼50.9 cycles/day. There are
clear dips in dispersion at the eclipse frequency and its harmonics for each night of
observation. The first subharmonic at half the fundamental frequency is also visible,
as well as multiples of this subharmonic. Lower frequency subharmonics and their
multiples are seen in the December 10 and 11 data, which had longer time baselines
than the December 8 data.
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eclipse to eclipse. We modeled the white dwarf eclipse as a limb-darkened sphere, using
a square root limb-darkening law [87]. This law has the form
I(µ)
√
= 1 − a1 (1 − µ) − a2 (1 − µ),
I(1)

(6.1)

where µ = cos γ, and γ is the angle between the line of sight and the emergent radiation.
The constants a1 and a2 were determined by fitting individual eclipses. We used this
model to fit a time to the center of each observed eclipse. An example of the model fit
for the first eclipse observed in the December 8 data is shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Example of the model and fit used to determine the eclipse centers. Error
bars in flux are calculated using the PSF fitting errors. This particular fit shows the
first eclipse from the December 8 data.

Timing errors for the eclipse fits for each epoch (2006, 2009, 2012) are determined
by taking all the data points from that epoch, fitting and subtracting a locally determined linear ephemeris, and then taking the standard deviation of these residuals. This
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Figure 6.4: (Top) Residuals of the linear fit ephemeris for 2006 and 2009 data published
in Ref. [84] and the 2012 ARCONS observations. (Middle) Residuals of the quadratic
fit ephemeris, for the same data sets. (Bottom) Plot of the residuals of the quadratic
fit ephemeris for the ARCONS data only.
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approach appears to be more robust than propagating the photometric errors through
the eclipse fitting model as there is some intrinsic variation in the eclipse timing due to
flickering in the accretion disk [84].
We then combined the eclipse timings calculated from our simple model fit with
previous results from Ref. [84] to fit a new ephemeris. Again, we used the LevenbergMarquardt method to determine the fits. There were two models that we used to fit
the ephemeris: a linear model with a constant period and a quadratic model with a Ṗ
component. We Taylor expanded the eclipse number in terms of the eclipse time in the
form N = N0 + ν(t − t0 ), where N is the eclipse number, t is the Barycentric Dynamical
Time (TDB), in Modified Julian Days (MJD), and ν is the eclipse frequency. N0 is the
fit eclipse number of our first eclipse measured at t0 = 56270.513365 days. We found
that the linear ephemeris followed the relation

N = 125860.0012 +

50.86140661
(t − t0 ).
days

(6.2)

The measured period with this model is 0.01966127299 ± 3.0×10−11 days.
In the qudratic ephemeris model, we added the second order term 21 ν̇(t − t0 )2 , where
ν̇ is the frequency time derivative. The quadratic ephemeris followed the relation

N = 125860.0003 +

50.86140529
1 7.95 × 10−10
(t − t0 ) − ×
(t − t0 )2 .
days
2
days2

(6.3)

With this model, the measured period at the time of our first eclipse is 0.01966127350
± 9.7×10−11 days. The measured period derivative term, Ṗ , is (3.07 ± 0.56) × 10−13 .
This is in range of the anticipated period change of Ṗ ∼ 3 × 10−13 given by Ref. [80].
From our measured Ṗ and the primary and donor mass values given by Ref. [84], we
predict a conservative mass transfer rate, accounting for angular momentum loss from
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gravitational wave radiation, of ∼ 1.8 × 10−10 M /yr. This transfer rate is reasonable for
AM CVn systems along either the white dwarf or helium star donor formation paths, as
shown in Figure 1 of Ref. [69].
Plots showing the residuals of the linear and quadratic fits for all of the data as well
as more detailed plots of the residuals for only the recently taken data are shown in
Figure 6.4. In the December 11 data, eclipse number 126014 was omitted. Data quality
was poor during this time (as can be seen in the bottom panel of Figure 6.1, 4th eclipse),
and the eclipse time could not be measured accurately.
We tested the likelihood of a quadratic ephemeris as opposed to a linear ephemeris.
To do this, we measured the goodness of fits by calculating the reduced χ2 values for both
models. The linear fit had a χ2 value of 1.24, whereas the quadratic fit had a χ2 value of
1.01. This shows that the quadratic model fits the observational data much better than
the linear model. With this we claim a detection of Ṗ at 5.4 σ.

Quasi-periodic Oscillation Search
We used the microsecond timing resolution of ARCONS to look for quasi-periodic
oscillations (QPOs) in a large frequency range. We first looked at a low-intermediate
frequency range (102.5 – 103.5 cycles/day). To do this, we used a method similar to the
one used to create the low frequency phase dispersion plots seen in Figure 6.2. This
involved PSF fitting images that have been integrated for 1s. We then performed PDM
using the image times and the flux calculated from the fit parameters. A 102.5 – 103.5
cycles/day phase dispersion plot of the December 8 data is shown in Figure 6.5. This
method was used for frequencies of up to ∼1 Hz, as higher sampling rates made fitting a
PSF increasingly more difficult. No evidence of a QPO was found in this range, including
the possible QPO seen at ∼1700 cycles/day in the 2006 data of Ref. [84]. It is worth
noting that this QPO signal was not seen in their 2009 data.
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Figure 6.5: Phase dispersion measures of the December 8 data in an intermediate
frequency range. The possible QPO observed in the 2006 data by Ref. [84] was not
seen in our data.

We also performed PDM in the ≥1 Hz range. For these higher frequency calculations,
we used standard aperture photometry to retrieve photon timestamps to a precision of
∼10µs. PSF fitting fails at such small timescales. The photons were binned together
to form count per 500µs intervals. These count rates were then used to perform PDM
in blocks of 1s, and the dispersion measures were averaged together to obtain a single
dispersion plot. The high frequency (1 – 103 Hz) phase dispersion plot for the December
8 data is shown in Figure 6.6. There was also no evidence of a QPO signal at these high
frequencies.
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Figure 6.6: Average of many high frequency (≥1 Hz) phase dispersion measures taken
of December 8 data. No high frequency QPOs were visible.

Spectral Variability
We examine the variability of SDSS J0926+3624 during various phases of the orbit
between four wavelength bands: 4000-5500 Å, 5500-7000 Å, 7000-8500 Å, and 8500-10000
Å. To do this, we determine the wavelength of an individual photon and place the photon
into a corresponding wavelength bin. Finding a PSF fit for the lower energy photons was
difficult because the brightness of SDSS J0926+3624 is comparable to the sky background
at these energies. Therefore, we used standard aperture photometry in each of the four
wavelength bins.
In Figure 6.7, we plot the resulting light curves for the December 8 data. As expected,
the blue (4000-5500 Å) and green (5500-7000 Å) bands received much higher count rates
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Figure 6.7: (Top) December 8 light curves in the blue (4000-5500 Å), green (5500-7000
Å), red (7000-8500 Å), and infrared (8500-10000 Å) bands, on a log scale. (Bottom)
Light curves are scaled by the mean count rate in each band, in order to show the
similarity in the four bands.

than the red (7000-8500 Å) and the infrared (8500-10000 Å) bands. Scaling by the mean
in each band shows that the light curves were fairly consistent between different bands.
There was little spectral variability observed during an eclipse.

6.3.5

Conclusions

The energy and timing information for individual photons obtainable with current
MKIDs allowed us to explore the parameter space of SDSS J0926+3624 in exciting new
ways. We were able to study the time variability of SDSS J0926+3624 at higher frequencies (up to 1,000 Hz) than had previously been done, and we showed that no QPOs
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existed at these frequencies. With the energy information, we showed that there is little spectral variability throughout an orbit. Most importantly, we were able to use the
eclipse timing information of our observations to further constrain the orbital period of
the system, and we found a Ṗ of 3.07 × 10−13 at a 5.4 σ level, consistent with predictions
for this system. Observations of SDSS J0926+3624 are planned with updated generations
of MKID arrays over the next few years that will improve the SNR of both the aperture
photometry and PSF fitting and improve the spectral variability analysis.
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6.4

Next Generation MKID Instrument Applications

The newest generation of optical MKID instrumentation focuses on a very different
application in astronomy: the direct imaging of exoplanets. These instruments are the
10,000 pixel DARKNESS instrument at Palomar Observatory and the upcoming 20,440
pixel MEC instrument at the Subaru Telescope. Here, the MKID instrument is de115
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signed to be put behind an adaptive optics (AO) system where it will integrate with a
coronograph and be used as the imaging camera. The major limiting factor in directly
imaging earth-like exoplanets is the contrast ratio between the reflected light of the planet
and that of its host star. Currently, this is set by atmospheric speckles which vary on
timescales of roughly a second.
The intermediate timescale of these speckles makes them difficult to deal with using
traditional CCDs. They are too fast to subtract out in real time, but at the same time,
they are too bright to simply integrate over. The single photon counting power of MKIDs
presents a unique advantage here, allowing us to differentiate between these atmospheric
speckles and a faint exoplanet. This would push the contrast ratio, making it easier to
detect a faint companion should there be one.
There are also a couple of planned optical MKID instruments further down the line.
The first of these is the Planetary Imaging Concept Testbed Using a Recoverable ExperimentCoronagraph (PICTURE-C [88]). The main science goals here are detecting
protoplanetary disks. This already funded balloon instrument is scheduled to launch
with MKIDs on-board in 2019. Even further down the line is the proposed Keck Radiometer Array using KID Energy Sensors (KRAKENS). This is expected to be more a
general purpose MKID instrument with science goals similar to that of ARCONS, but
with a much larger MKID array and telescope [89].
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Conclusions
MKIDs are a competitive low temperature detector technology capable of measuring
photon energies from the far-infrared to the X-ray with high time resolution and moderate
spectral resolution. These detectors have been advanced for over a decade, but there is
still considerable room for improvement, potentially opening up entirely new science
applications. Here, I briefly summarize my PhD work in advancing MKID technology
and draw my conclusions on what I believe are the important matters for the future of
this technology.
I opened my thesis with an introduction to the low temperature detector field and
detailed the operation principles of MKIDs. Next, I described some fabrication techniques
and new superconducting materials I used to attempt to improve MKIDs in a few key
areas: detector yield, energy resolution, and quantum efficiency. The most important
process to come out of this study was the development of the PtSi material system, which
greatly exceeded the uniformity of the previously used TiN system while maintaining
some of the more desirable qualities. This PtSi material system was adapted to the
large-format MKID array fabrication process, and is being used in the next generation of
DARKNESS and MEC arrays. Finally, I described some of the early astronomy projects
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using MKID observations and what sorts of projects are envisioned in the future.
Below, I list what I consider are some of the most important points for MKID performance and future advances.
Energy Resolution - MKIDs generally have high enough Qi that the energy resolution is now limited primarily by a combination of amplifier and TLS noise and positional
dependance of the photon hit on the inductor. Replacing HEMT amplifiers with paramps
seems to be the most likely path forward for reducing amplifier noise, but this work is
still in its early stages. In order to reduce the other noise sources, a significant overhaul
of the MKID geometry would most likely be required. One particular geometry that
is being investigated and shows considerable promise for improving energy resolution is
one in which a single square of inductance is connected to a pair large parallel plate
capacitors, resembling a bow tie in appearance [67]. Another option would be to go to
lower TC superconductors, which would raise the theoretical energy resolution limit of
MKIDs, assuming the cryogenics can operate at levels below 100 mK. The ongoing work
on low TC hafnium resonators is an important first step in this direction.
Pixel Yield - Compared to other low temperature detector technologies, MKIDs are
the most natural to multiplex, and large arrays of over 20,000 pixels have been fabricated.
Unfortunately, achieving high pixel yield is still one of the most critical challenges in
optical MKID development. The PtSi material system, though a big improvement in
uniformity over TiN, is likely not enough to get rid of frequency collisions. Most likely,
an ex-post facto correction of the resonators, similar to the FIB milling method described
above but much more controlled and efficient, will be required. One possible way of doing
this would be using a lithographic writer to re-expose the photoresist in targeted areas
of the capacitor and etching them away. Developing a software algorithm for calculating
the frequency deviations and finding new locations for all resonators could also present
a considerable challenge.
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Quantum Efficiency - There has been very little work done toward improving
the quantum efficiency of optical MKIDs in the past few years. Currently, the only
thing being done to raise quantum efficiency is focus all the photons on the inductor
portion of the array through the use of a microlens array. As the array size gets larger,
however, these microlens arrays become difficult to align across an entire wafer. A more
sophisticated microlens alignment tool will most likely be required to maximize quantum
efficiency in future large arrays. Other methods, such as applying anti-reflection coatings
to the surface of the inductors, need to be tested to determine whether a possible tradeoff in energy resolution would be worth the increased quantum efficiency. More advanced
techniques, such as using TKIDs with an absorbing material with close 100% absorption
for optical photons (i.e., carbon nanotube forests), should also be developed, but this
would require a major effort as TKIDs are still in a very early stage.
MKIDs for Optical Astronomy - Optical MKIDs are currently a bit of a niche
detector in astronomy in that there are only a number of types of objects in which MKIDs
provide a clear advantage over detectors traditionally used in optical astronomy, such as
CCDs. At the moment, the direct imaging of exoplanets is one such application where
there are few technologies able to compete with MKIDs. In the next few years, it will be
exciting to see just how far MKIDs will be able to push down the contrast ratio limit and
observe faint companions that were previously undetectable with other detectors. At the
same time, as MKID performance continues to improve and telescopes continue to get
larger, it is important to remember the numerous new MKID applications that may open
up. For example, an optical counterpart in millisecond pulsars has yet to be observed,
and the high time resolution and sensitivity to faint objects that MKIDs possess could
make them the ideal detector to make such an observation.
Overall, MKIDs are a great tool for observational astronomy, among other applications. They are still somewhat far from maturity, and the potential for improvement
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is still great. Compared to other low temperature detectors, MKIDs are fairly simple,
but nonetheless come with an array of advantages such as high time resolution, moderate
resolving power, and natural multiplexibility. It will be interesting to see just how far the
technology advances and what new potential applications arise over the next few years.
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